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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to show how the use of one or more of the shortest augmenting path (polynomial time) algorithms are used to maximize the bandwidth usage and minimize the cost and latency in Multiprotocol Label Switched (MPLS) networks. The thesis will also show how providers that offer services such as Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) based on Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and MPLS, or Virtual Private LAN Services (VPLS) can use such an algorithm to offer premium services to higher paying customers.

This thesis extends the problem of adaptive routing in communications networks:

It focuses on maximizing the bandwidth usage in a MPLS network by using a modified augmenting path algorithm. The algorithm is influenced by Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [20] to reserve traffic flows on routers. The algorithm proposed is inspired by previous research in the area of indirect communication among agents through modifications induced in their environment or simply known as stigmergy [15]. The agents implement the Edmonds Karp Algorithm rather than the pheromone tables in stigmergy. By using a mobile agents approach, the Augmenting Path Algorithm is adapted to find the maximum flow through a network.
# GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td><em>Active Applications</em></td>
<td>Code that can be dynamically loaded and run on top of an execution environment (EE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM</td>
<td><em>Asynchronous Transfer Mode</em></td>
<td>A network technology based on transferring data in cells or packets of a fixed size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP</td>
<td><em>Border Gateway Protocol</em></td>
<td>An inter-Autonomous System routing protocol defined by the IETF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td><em>Execution Environment</em></td>
<td>Exports a programming interface or virtual machine that can be programmed or controlled by an active application (AA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IETF</td>
<td><em>Internet Engineering Task Force</em></td>
<td>The IETF is a large, open international community of network designers, operators, vendors and researchers whose purpose is to coordinate the operation, management and evolution of the Internet and to resolve short- and mid-range protocol and architectural issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td><em>Internet Protocol</em></td>
<td>The Internet Protocol is the network layer for the TCP/IP Protocol Suite. It is a connectionless, best-effort packet switching protocol defined by the IETF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LER</td>
<td><em>Label Edge Router</em></td>
<td>A term used to indicate an LSR that is able to provide ingress to and egress from an LSP. In individual implementations, this tends to be a function of the capabilities of device interfaces more than of the overall device. In theory, it is possible for a device to be an LER and not an LSR (if it is not able to swap labels, for instance).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSR</td>
<td><em>Label Switched Router</em></td>
<td>A device that participates in one or more routing protocols and uses the route information derived from routing protocol exchanges to drive LSP setup and maintenance. Such a device typically distributes labels to peers and uses these labels (when provided as part of data presented for forwarding) to forward label-encapsulated packets by swapping labels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP</td>
<td><em>Label Switched Path</em></td>
<td>The specific path through a network that a datagram follows, based on its MPLS labels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MPLS  *Multi-Protocol Label Switching.* MPLS is a method for speeding up the network traffic flow of IP packets. It involves setting up a specific path for a given sequence of packets, identified by a label put in each packet, thus saving the time needed for a router to look up the address to the next node to forward the packet to.

OSPF  *Open Shortest Path First.* A link-state routing protocol defined by the IETF, that is designed to be run internal to a single Autonomous System.

PE  *Provider Edge Node.* A provider edge node is the demarcation point between the customer and the service provider networks. The PE node may be located at the customer premise (for example in the basement or wiring closet) or at the provider premise (for example at the Central Office or the Point of Presence) and is owned and operated by the service provider.

PNNI  *Private Network-Network Interface.* A dynamic source routing protocol for ATM networks that provides routing between ATM switches. It is also known as Private Node-Network Interface.

QoS  *Quality of Service.* QoS provides the ability to distinguish between different types of traffic for the purpose of resource allocation. It uses bandwidth, latency, jitter, and packet loss as its metrics.

RFC  *Request For Comments.* Internet informational documents and standards widely followed by commercial software and freeware in the Internet and Unix communities. Few RFCs are standards but all Internet standards are recorded in RFCs.

RSVP  The *Resource Reservation Protocol.* A network-control protocol that enables Internet applications to obtain differing qualities of service (QoS) for their data flows.

ToS  *Type of Service.* Type of Service bits is a set of bits in the IP header that enables the application transmitting the data to tell the network what type of service it requires.

VPLS  *Virtual Private LAN Service.* A VPN service based on Ethernet protocol used to seamlessly integrate carrier and customer networks.

VPN  *Virtual Private Network.* A service that allows connectivity of various private customer networks through a carrier’s network.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Resource utilization problems in IP and MPLS networks.

A provider that offers IP connectivity using a common MPLS backbone network sells services to hundreds of customers. Each customer at any given time has a known bandwidth requirement. Each physical link in the provider’s backbone has a fixed bandwidth. Providing bandwidth over some links may be more expensive than over others (in the case where a provider leases bandwidth from another provider), or uses a more expensive media to provide connectivity. There are certain links that charge based on the minute (even if there is no traffic on this link at a given time) or by the mile, as opposed to other links that charge by the packet. As well, each link may have a different latency and reliability.

For each customer that requires connectivity between a pair of sites \((i, j)\) a unit cost \(c_{ij}\) is incurred. This cost depends on the medium used to provide the service and the distance between the sites. As well, traffic that travels between these two sites incurs a latency \(l_{ij}\) and has a certain reliability \(r_{ij}\). The latency is determined by the media used to provide the service, the number of hops between the sites, and the amount of time it takes for the data to be processed at each node along the path. The problem is to arrange a minimum cost bandwidth usage pattern; that is, to provide service by maximizing the usage of the resources in the network while trying to keep costs as low as possible with no latency and reliability guarantees for lower paying customers. A higher paying customer is given a service with smaller latency and higher reliability. Maximum flow and minimum cost
problem algorithms are applied to MPLS networks to allow providers to offer higher paying customers guaranteed bandwidth, low latency and high reliability services.

Conventional IP systems use Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs) such as Intermediate System–Intermediate System (IS-IS) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). Exterior Gateway Protocols (EGPs) such as Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) systems use Private Network-Network Interface (PNNI) to make independent routing decisions using a local instantiation of a synchronized routing area link state database. Route selection is based on shortest path computations (Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm) using simple additive link metrics. The following statement extracted from the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) specification for Routing Information Protocol (RIP) [48] discusses the weakness of the use of a ‘metric’:

“This protocol uses fixed metrics to compare alternative routes. It is not appropriate for situations where routes need to be chosen based on real-time parameters such a measured delay, reliability, or load. The obvious extensions to allow metrics of this type are likely to introduce instabilities of a sort that the protocol is not designed to handle”.

This is reinforced by [47] which states that common IP routing protocols that use such metrics are “highly distributed and scalable, but flawed”. The flaw is that these routing protocols only consider the shortest path but do not consider the characteristics of the data traffic and network link latency and capacity constraints when making routing decisions. This results in some links of network resources becoming congested, while other links along alternate paths remain underutilized. This also leads to the underutilization of network resources. As well, data originating from sites of higher
paying customers is not treated any differently from data originating from other customer sites. After a thorough search through existing literature I was only able to find a message based implementation for rerouting of MPLS paths [53]. I was unable to find literature that describes methods to maximize bandwidth usage in an MPLS network using mobile agents.

1.1.1 MPLS and RSVP

The growing number of computer users on the Internet and intranets, as well as new bandwidth intensive applications such as those incorporating voice and video, are driving the need for guaranteed bandwidth and increased network reliability. The typical frame and packet-based networks lack the quality of service (QoS) and traffic shaping sophistication of the powerful yet expensive ATM networks. Furthermore, the proliferation of network protocols increases the complexity and reduces network capability and performance. In an effort to increase throughput, reduce network complexity in ATM networks, and bring advanced bandwidth shaping and QoS capabilities to non-ATM networks, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) created Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS). MPLS combines the power of layer 2 switching with the flexibility and intelligence of layer 3 protocols; it operates independently of other network technologies but is fully capable of interoperating with them. MPLS brings non-ATM networks powerful QoS capabilities, the ability to route multiple network technologies (Ethernet, frame relay, ATM) over one infrastructure and the capability of interoperating with modern routing protocols such as IS-IS, OSPF and BGP, while increasing efficiency and simplifying network infrastructure.
Although MPLS is a relatively simple technology (based on the classical label swapping paradigm), it enables the introduction of sophisticated control capabilities that advance the traffic engineering function in IP networks. A particularly interesting aspect of MPLS is that it efficiently supports origination connection control through explicit label switched paths.

Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [20] was developed in the mid-1990s to combat network congestion by allowing routers to decide in advance whether they could meet the requirements of an application flow. RSVP is a network-control protocol that enables Internet applications to obtain differing qualities of service (QoS) for their data flows. Such a capability recognizes that different applications have different network performance requirements. One implementation of MPLS is RSVP with a signaling protocol extension. The extension supports label distribution, resource reservation and quality of service to create MPLS RSVP Label Switched Paths (LSPs).

1.1.2 Mobile Agents

The management of MPLS backbone networks is becoming an increasingly complicated task, as the number of customers and their demand for bandwidth increases. It has become evident that centralized management solutions cannot cope with the scalability issues [33]. Mobile agent technology is a new distributed system and network paradigm that can be used to manage the utilization of network resources.

Mobile Agents describes the concept of mobile computing or mobile code [1],[2]. The mobile agent paradigm has attracted attention from many fields of Computer Science. The use of mobile agents is quite appealing – mobile agents roam networks searching for
information, and interacting with other agents that roam the network or are bound to a particular machine. Agents are being used or proposed for a large number of applications that range from small systems to large networks, from simple non real time applications to complicated real time ones.

Danny Lange, who led the IBM Aglets development team lists the following seven reasons for using mobile agents [50]:

1. They can reduce network load, because agents move to a system and do their work rather than take up network bandwidth sending messages back and forth.

2. They can overcome network latency because they are resident on the machine rather than remote.

3. They can encapsulate protocols as they move around the network talking to other mobile agents.

4. They can operate autonomously so they keep working even when network connections go down.

5. They can dynamically adapt to changes in system loading.

6. They are heterogeneous.

7. They are fault-tolerant because they can move from a system that is having difficulty or about to fail.

As well, mobile agents allow service providers to introduce new versions of the agent without affecting the network. This allows quicker and easier introduction of new
services when customers demand it. Agents may need to be replaced due to ‘bug’ fixes or because a new algorithm is needed (for example, to use a different search criteria). Mobile Agents reduce the need to upgrade every node in the network when a new version is implemented.

When networking protocols are upgraded, parts of the network need to be taken offline. A recent article in Network World states “A conservative estimate from Gartner pegs the hourly cost of downtime for computer networks at $42,000, so a company that suffers from worse than average downtime of 175 hours a year can lose more than $7 million per year.”

1.2 Goals

This thesis shows how the Edmonds Karp shortest augmenting path algorithm and the use of mobile agents improve the bandwidth usage in MPLS networks. Unlike existing protocols that rely on a cost metric, mobile agents are used to select network links based on one or a combination of criteria such as

i. Minimum link cost,

ii. Maximum available link bandwidth,

iii. Minimum link latency

iv. Maximum Reliability
Mobile agents allow the flexibility to set up best effort services for lower paying customers by selecting links with minimum available bandwidth, maximum link latency and minimum reliability.

1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are the improvement in the selection of MPLS network links. The Agent based Edmonds Karp RSVP (A-EK-RSVP) algorithm maximizes bandwidth usage in an MPLS network by using the Edmonds Karp augmenting path algorithm.

1.3.1 Flexible Link Selection Criteria

Simulations (Section 8) show the flexibility of A-EK-RSVP algorithm since it allows links to be selected based on different criteria (Section 5.1). This is an improvement over the RSVP algorithm that uses a single routing protocol metric to select network links.

1.3.2 Bumping of lower priority LSPs

The A-EK-RSVP algorithm allows bumping of LSPs in the Network based on LSP priorities (Section 5.2). The result is a more improved use of network resources based on the amount paid by the customer for the service.
1.3.3 Maximizing Network Resources

The A-EK-RSVP algorithm implements the Edmonds Karp augmenting path algorithm. Maximum augmenting path algorithms are used to maximize flows that can be sent through a network. Simulations (Section 8) show that number of LSPs created using the A-RK-RSVP algorithm is greater than when using the metric based RSVP algorithm.

1.4 Thesis Overview

The thesis is divided into the following broad areas: introduction (Section 1), background and previous work (Section 2, 3 and 4), proposed algorithm (Section 5), and examples and results (Sections 7 and 8). This section concludes with the introductory material. The following sections discuss existing research in the field of Maximum Flow algorithms, and existing MPLS and RSVP standards.

The following sections discuss the proposed algorithms, examples and simulation results. A summary of conclusions and suggestions for future areas of research concludes the thesis.
2. BACKGROUND ON MAXIMUM FLOW PROBLEMS

2.1 Flow Terminology
Before proceeding into the details of the algorithm, it would be helpful to define a number of concepts in flow terminology and constraints. This section explains the various terms used when describing flow problems.

2.1.1 Flow Network

A flow network $G = (V, E)$ is a directed connected graph where each edge $(u, v) \in E$ (between node $u \in V$ and node $v \in V$) has capacity $c(u, v) \geq 0$. Then $|E| \geq |V| - 1$.

The source node $(s \in V)$ and sink node $(t \in V)$ are the vertices between which the flow is to be maximized.

2.1.2 Flow

A flow $f$ is a real-valued function representing the rate of flow between $u$ and $v$, on arc $(u, v)$, with capacity $c(u, v)$, is denoted by $f(u, v)$. The flow is constrained by the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Capacity Constraint} : & \quad 0 \leq f(u, v) \leq c(u, v) \\
\text{Skew Symmetry:} & \quad f(u, v) = -f(v, u) \\
\text{Flow Conservation:} & \quad \forall u \in V \setminus \{s, t\}, \sum_v f(u, v) = 0
\end{align*}
\] (2.4) (2.5) (2.6)
2.1.3 Residual Capacity

Given flow network $G = (V, E)$ with flow $f$ between any two vertices $u, v \in V$, define the residual capacity $c_f(u, v)$ as the additional net flow possible from $u$ to $v$, not exceeding $c(u, v)$. Thus

$$c_f(u, v) = c(u, v) - f(u, v)$$

For example, if capacity of a link $(u, v) = 10$ units, and the flow on that link $(u, v) = 6$ units, then the residual capacity of the link $(u, v) = 4$ units.

2.1.4 Residual Network

Given flow network $G = (V, E)$ and flow $f$, the residual network of $G$ induced by $f$ is $G_f = (V, E_f)$ where

$$E_f = \{ (u, v) \in V \times V \mid c_f(u, v) > 0 \}$$

$(u, v) \in E_f$ is a residual edge; i.e., any edge that can admit more flow. If there is such a path from $s$ to $t$ in the residual network, then it is said to be an augmenting path and indicates where flow can increase.

2.2 Maximum Flow Problem

We consider a network flow problem called the Generalized Maximum Flow problem.

First, we describe the maximum flow problem. This problem was first studied by Dantzig [6] and Ford and Fulkerson [9] in the 1950's. The problem statement is defined as follows:
Given capacity limits on the arcs, the problem is to send as much flow as possible from one distinguished node called the source to another called the sink.

2.2.1 Maximum Integral flow problem

Suppose that we want to send data from a source node $s$ of the network to a destination node $t$. The restriction is that, for each link $(u,v)$ in the network, there is an upper bound $c(u,v)$ in the capacity (also known as bandwidth).

If we formulate this problem on a corresponding digraph $G$, it is one of finding a family $(P_1, \ldots, P_k)$ of (not necessarily distinct) $(s,t)$-dipaths such that each link $(u,v)$ is a link of at most $c(u,v)$ of the dipaths and such that $k$ is maximized. The reason why they are not necessarily distinct is that a dipath $P_i$ that originates from $s$ and terminates at $t$, may have an identical route through the network as another dipath $P_j$. As well, from our definition that $c(u,v)$ is the upper bound of the capacity of each link $(u,v)$, it follows that at most $c(u,v)$ of dipaths that consume 1 unit of capacity can traverse the link $(u,v)$.

Notice for each node $u \neq s,t$, any $P_i$ must enter and leave $v$ the same number of times. Let $f_{uv}$ denote a flow on edge $e$ which is part of dipath $P_i$. Therefore, flow $f$ satisfies:

\[ \sum (f_{uv} : u \in V, uv \in E) - \sum (f_{vu} : v \in V, vu \in E) = 0, \text{ for all } u \in V \setminus \{s,t\} \quad (2.1) \]

\[ 0 \leq f_{uv} \leq c_{uv}, \text{ for all } uv \in E \quad (2.2) \]

\[ f_{uv} \text{ integer, for all } uv \in E \quad (2.3) \]
Let us call a vector $f$ a \textit{(s,t) flow}, or just a flow if it satisfies (2.1), and a feasible flow if it satisfies (2.2). The left-hand side of (2.1) is the net flow of $u$, and we abbreviate it to $f(u)$. The condition $f(u) = 0$ requires conservation of flow at $u$. That is, the total flow into the node minus the total flow out of the node is equal to zero. Conservation of flow is not required at the source and sink of the flow ($s$ and $t$ respectively).

Figure 1 shows an example of flows that satisfy the limitations given by (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) above. The figure shows 3 flows, \{s,a,b,t\} of 1 unit, \{s,c,d,t\} of 1 unit, and \{s,c,b,a,d,t\} of 1 unit.

At node $a$ there are 2 units of flow entering and 2 units of flow leaving. At node $b$ there are 2 units of flow entering and there are 2 units of flow leaving. At node $c$ there are 2 units of flow entering and 2 units of flow leaving. And finally at node $d$ there are 2 units of flow entering and 2 units of flow leaving. Therefore for every node $u \neq s,t$ the total value of flows entering and leaving $u$ are equal. Each of the edges $(u,v)$ in the diagram has an integer flow $f(u,v)$ that is less than or equal to the capacity $c(u,v)$. Therefore this is a feasible flow.
Figure 1. Feasible flow digraph
The Maximum Integral Flow Problem is formulated as follows:

Maximize $f(s,t)$ subject to

$$f(u) = 0, \text{ for all } u \in V \setminus \{s,t\}$$

$$0 \leq f(u,v) \leq c(u,v), \text{ for all } (u,v) \in E$$

$$f(u,v), \text{ integral, for all } (u,v) \in E$$

The maximum flow problem is the same problem without the restriction of integrality. We shall see that the integrality restriction causes no additional difficulties. The quantities $c(u,v)$ are called capacities. We allow them to be non-negative real numbers or $\infty$. The latter means that there is no explicit upper bound on $f(u,v)$.

### 2.2.2 Maximum Flows and Minimum Cuts

A concept from graph theory that is useful for modeling the carrying capacity of a network is the *cut*. A *u-v cut* is a set of arcs whose removal disconnects node $u$ from node $v$. A minimal cut is one such that the replacement of any of its member arcs reconnects the graph. In other words, in a minimal cut all arcs are essential. In a weighted graph, each cut has a capacity. The capacity of a cut is the sum of the weights of the arcs in the cut. A cut with the minimum capacity is called a *Minimum Cut*.

The *Maximum Flow* between any two arbitrary nodes in any graph cannot exceed the capacity of the *Minimum Cut* separating those two nodes [9].
We call a set $\delta(R) = \{u, v : uv \in E, u \in R, v \not\in R\}$ for some $R \subseteq V$, a cut. An $(s,t)$-cut is a cut for which $s \in R, t \notin R$. For any $A \subseteq V$ we use $\overline{A}$ to denote $V \setminus A$. Finally, for $u \in V$, we use $\delta(u)$ as an abbreviation for $\delta(\{u\})$, and $\delta(\overline{u})$ as an abbreviation for $\delta(\{u\})$.

For any $(s,t)$-cut $\delta(R)$ and any $(s,t)$-flow $f$, we have:

$$f(\delta(R)) - f(\delta(\overline{R})) = f(s)$$

For example in Figure 2 if $R = \{s, a, c\}$ then we have:

$$f(\delta(R)) - f(\delta(\overline{R})) = (f(a,b) + f(a,d) + f(c,b) + f(c,d)) - (f(b,a)) = 4 - 1; \text{ and}$$

$$f(s) = (f(s,a) + f(a,c)) = 3.$$
For any feasible \((s,t)\)-flow \(f\) and any \((s,t)\)-cut \(\delta(R)\), we have:

\[
f(s) \leq c(\delta(R))
\]

Max-Flow Min-Cut Theorem: If there is a maximum \((s,t)\)-flow, then:

\[
\max \{ f(s) : f \text{ a feasible } (s,t)\text{-flow} \} = \min \{ c(\delta(R)) : \delta(R) \text{ an } (s,t)\text{-cut} \}
\]

2.2.3 The Augmenting Path Algorithm

An example of an Augmenting Path algorithm is the maximum flow algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson. Beginning with any feasible flow \(f\), repeatedly find an \(f\)-augmenting path \(P\) and augment \(x\) by the maximum amount permitted. Of course, this amount is \(\min(e_1, e_2)\), where \(e_1 = \min(e_e - f_e : e \text{ forward in } P)\) and where \(e_2 = \min(f_e : e \text{ reverse in } P)\). We call \(\varepsilon\) the \(f\)-width (or flow-width) of \(P\).

2.2.4 Shortest Augmenting Path Algorithm

We call an \(x\)-augmenting path shortest if it has the minimum possible number of arcs. By restricting attention to the shortest augmenting paths we can improve the running time of the maximum flow algorithm dramatically [10]. It is no harder to find the shortest augmenting path than to find an augmenting path. For this reason Edmonds and Karp [10] called their modification “so simple that it is likely to be incorporated innocently into a computer implementation”.
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One such algorithm is Busacker-Gowen [11] (there are better algorithms but we'll pick this one as it is easily illustrated).

1. Start with a zero flow

2. Repeat the following (until no more flow augmenting paths can be found)
   a. Using the feasible flow digraph, add forward arcs for arcs where the capacity is still not maximized, and reverse arcs for arcs that have positive flow (also known as backward arcs). This new digraph is known as an auxiliary digraph. Figure 3 shows the auxiliary digraph for the feasible flow digraph in Figure 1. The forward arcs are shown as solid lines while the reverse arcs are shown as dotted lines.
   b. Find the cheapest s-t dipath (Use Belman Ford)
   c. Use the corresponding flow augmenting path to augment the flow.

Result: A minimum cost maximum flow when algorithm is run to completion.

Several such shortest augmenting path algorithms with different complexities have been published (refer to Section 2.5).
2.3 Shortest Path Problem

The Shortest Path Problem (also known as minimum cost path) can be described as:

*Find a simple path between two nodes, so as to minimize the total length (or cost).*

An instance of the shortest path problem is a network $G = (V, E, s, l)$, where $s \in V$ is a distinguished node called the source, and $l$ is a length (or cost) function. The problem is NP-hard if negative length cycles are allowed [44]. In networks with no negative length cycles, there are a number of polynomial time algorithms for the problem, e.g., Bellman-Ford [54]. There are faster specialized algorithms for networks with nonnegative arc lengths, e.g., Dijkstra [43].
We will discuss these algorithms and show how they are used with max flow problem algorithms to maximize network utilization.

2.4 Ford-Fulkerson Max flow Labeling Algorithm

The Ford-Fulkerson max flow labeling algorithm [7],[8],[9] was introduced in the mid-1950's. Given flow network $G$ and flow $f$, an augmenting path $p$ from $s$ to $t$ in the residual network $G_f$, then the minimum net flow along path $p$ in $G_f$ indicates the amount flow can increase along this path in $G$.

Thus, the residual capacity of path $p$ is

$$c_f(p) = \min\{c_f(u,v) \mid (u,v) \text{ is along } p\}$$

Define flow $f_p$ in $G_f$ as

$$f_p(u,v) = \begin{cases} c_f(p) & \text{if } (u,v) \text{ on } p \\ -c_f(p) & \text{if } (v,u) \text{ on } p \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

$$|f_p| = c_f(p) > 0$$

Define flow sum $f_1 + f_2$ as $(f_1 + f_2)(u,v) = f_1(u,v) + f_2(u,v)$
If flow network $G$ has flow $f$, augmenting path $p$ in $G_f$, and $f' = f + f_p$, then $f$ is a flow in $G$ with value $|f'| = |f| + |f_p| > |f|$

The above steps are repeated until there are no more augmenting paths.

$f$ is a maximum flow in $G$ if and only if residual network $G_f$ has no augmenting paths.

2.4.1 Ford-Fulkerson Routines

We are given a network with two specified nodes: the source $s$ and sink $t$. An arc can be identified by its endpoints: $(u,v)$ is the arc from node $u$ to node $v$. Recall (from Section 2.2.1) that a flow across arc $(u,v)$ is denoted by $f(u,v)$, and the arc’s capacity is $c(u,v)$. The flow must satisfy:

$$0 \leq f(u,v) \leq c(u,v)$$

The algorithm has two parts, which Ford and Fulkerson called Routine A and Routine B. The first is a labeling process that searches for a flow augmenting path - i.e., a path from $s$ to $t$ for which $f < c$ along all forward arcs $(u,v)$ and $f > 0$ along all backward arcs $(v,u)$.

If Routine A finds a flow augmenting path, Routine B changes the flow accordingly. Otherwise, no augmenting path exists, and optimality of the current flow is ensured by the theorem [7]:
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A flow $f$ has maximum value if, and only if, there is no flow augmenting path with respect to $f$.

We begin with any feasible flow (e.g., $f=0$). In general, a node is in one of three states: "unlabeled", or "labeled and scanned", or "labeled and unscanned". Upon entering Routine A, all nodes are unlabeled. The first step renders the source labeled and unscanned.

Routine A (labeling process). Initially, label the source $(-, \epsilon(s) = \infty)$

General step: Select any node, $u$, that is labeled and unscanned, and let $(u^+, \epsilon(u))$ be its label. To all unlabeled successor nodes, $v$, such that $f(u,v) < c(u,v)$, assign the label $(u^+, \epsilon(v))$, where

$$\epsilon(v) = \min\{\epsilon(u), c(u,v) - f(u,v)\}$$

(Such $v$ are now labeled and unscanned). To all predecessor nodes, $v$, that are unlabeled, such that $f(v,u) > 0$, assign the label $(u^-, \epsilon(v))$, where

$$\epsilon(v) = \min\{\epsilon(u), f(v,u)\}$$
(Such \( v \) are now \textit{labeled and unscanned}). Now define \( u \) to be \textit{labeled and scanned}.

Repeat the general step until the sink is \textit{labeled and unscanned}, or until no more labels can be assigned. In the former case, go to Routine B; in the latter case, terminate (\( f \) is a maximum flow).

\textbf{Routine B} (flow change). The sink has been labeled \((v^*, \varepsilon(t))\).

If the first part of the label is \( v^+ \), replace \( f(v, t) \) with \( f(v, t) + \varepsilon(t) \); otherwise, replace \( f(t, v) \) with \( f(v, t) - \varepsilon(t) \). Go to node \( v \) and treat it the same way: if its label is \((u^+, \varepsilon(t))\), replace \( f(u, v) \) with \( f(u, t) + \varepsilon(t) \); if its label is \((u^-, \varepsilon(v))\), replace \( f(v, u) \) with \( f(v, u) - \varepsilon(t) \). In either case, go to node \( u \) and repeat until the source node \( s \) is reached.

Then, discard all labels and return to Routine A.

\subsection*{2.4.2 Example of Ford-Fulkerson}

The figures below illustrate how the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is used to solve a maximum flow problem. Each edge of the network is marked with a capacity (the first value), and the flow (second value). The source is indicated as \( s \) and the sink as \( t \).
Figure 4. Initial graph

A flow (traced with a dashed line below) of 1 unit is sent from node $s$, through nodes 1 and 2, to node $t$. The flow along the edges is incremented by 1 unit.

Figure 5. Flow of 1 unit

Another flow (traced with a dashed line) of 1 unit is sent from node $s$, through node 1, to node $t$. The flow along the edges is incremented by 1 unit.
Figure 6. Another flow of 1 unit

Another flow (traced with a dashed line) of 1 unit is sent from node $s$, through node 2, to node $t$. The flow along the edges is incremented by 1 unit.

Figure 7. Another flow of 1 unit

At this point it would seem that no more flows can pass through the graph above. However, there still exists an augmenting path from node $s$, through nodes 2 and 1, to node $t$. The flow is augmented by 1 unit along this path.
With the flow augmenting path algorithm such as Ford-Fulkerson algorithm we achieved a better maximum flow (as shown in Figure 9) than without using such an augmenting path algorithm (as shown in Figure 7).

2.5 Complexity of Maximum Flow Algorithms

In order to pick a good maximum flow algorithm, we must measure the efficiency of the algorithm based on its ability to perform well on the practical problem. We measure the algorithm based on its worst-case complexity. This is defined as the maximum number of
operations that the algorithm requires on a given problem instance of a given size. A network flow algorithm is called a polynomial time algorithm if its worst-case complexity is bounded by a polynomial function of the problem itself (number of nodes, edges and bandwidth capacity of the edges). For a given problem, the goal is to design a polynomial-time algorithm with the smallest worst-case complexity. There are many reasons to justify such a goal. First, this provides a framework in which we can compare different algorithms. Second, there is strong computational evidence suggesting that there is a high correlation between an algorithm's worst-case complexity and its performance in a practical application [5]. Finally, the study of polynomial-time algorithms has led to advances in the design of new algorithms that can be used in practical applications. Refer to Section 2.5.3 for a list of polynomial time algorithms.

2.5.1 Complexity of Ford-Fulkerson

As shown in the example in section 2.4.2, the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm can be used to better maximize the usage of network capacity. However, the complexity of the algorithm may hinder its use in real time network problems. The time complexity of the algorithm is:

$$O(m \times |F|)$$

where $|F|$ is the maximum flow value and $m$ is the number of edges. The problem with this algorithm is that it is dependant on the maximum flow value $F$. For example if $n$ is the number of nodes, and $F = 2^n$, then this algorithm would take exponential time [7].
2.5.2 Edmonds and Karp Algorithm

The Ford-Fulkerson algorithm correctly finds the maximum flow but does not use any heuristics to improve the running time. Edmonds and Karp [10] used the idea that the shortest augmenting path could be chosen using breadth first search to improve the running time of the algorithm.

Edmonds and Karp [10] improved the complexity of the maximum flow algorithm to:

$$O(nm^2)$$

With this algorithm, the time complexity is not dependent on the maximum flow.

The Edmonds and Karp Algorithm solves any minimum-cost flow problem in a finite number of steps even when neither the capacities nor the costs are measurable in integer values [10]. However, the algorithm scales much better if capacities and demands have a coarser scale. This is described as the “Scaling Method for the Hitchcock Transportation Problem” in [10]. The number of computation steps required by the scaling method is proportional not to the capacities but to the number of digits in the binary representation of the capacities. In other words the number of computation steps is proportional to “logarithm base 2” of the capacities. Edmonds and Karp have proven that any Hitchcock Transportation minimum cost flow problem having |A| arcs with capacities c and n nodes would require at most $((L + 2)|A|)$ flow augmentations, where $L = \log_2 \left( \sum_{i} c_i / |A| \right)$ [8].
2.5.3 Complexity of other algorithms

Table 1 summarizes improvements on the algorithms since Ford-Fulkerson (where $n$ is the number of nodes, and $m$ is the number of edges, the maximum flow is $|F|$ and capacities of arcs range between 1 and $U$).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Discoverer</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Running time</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Ford-Fulkerson</td>
<td>Augmenting Path</td>
<td>$O(m</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Edmonds-Karp</td>
<td>Shortest Path</td>
<td>$O(mm^2)$</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Dinitz</td>
<td>Shortest Path</td>
<td>$O(nn^2)$</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Edmonds-Karp</td>
<td>Capacity Scaling</td>
<td>$O(m^2\log U)$</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dinitz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Dinitz-Gabow</td>
<td>Capacity Scaling</td>
<td>$O(mn\log U)$</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Karzanov</td>
<td>Preflow-push</td>
<td>$O(n^3)$</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Sleator-Tarjan</td>
<td>Dynamic Trees</td>
<td>$O(mn\log n)$</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Goldberg-Tarjan</td>
<td>FIFO Preflow-push</td>
<td>$mn\log(n^2/m)$</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Goldberg-Rao</td>
<td>Length function</td>
<td>$O(m^{3/2}\log(n^2/m)\log U)$</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Maximum Flow Algorithms running time
2.6 Approximation Algorithms

For most practical applications, highly efficient algorithms are desired. These algorithms may not find the optimal solution to the problem, but are guaranteed to be "close" to optimal [5]. There are two reasons why these algorithms are highly desired. First, most of these algorithms are used in real-time applications. For such applications, it is preferable to tradeoff solution quality for computational speed. Most algorithms that are used in such applications provide high quality solutions in substantially less time than it would take to find the optimal solution. Second, for certain practical applications, it is acceptable to provide a solution with a certain level of precision since these practical applications have input and output with a certain level of precision [5]. For example, packets that flow into the network may not be equal to the packets that flow out because of packet loss due to congestion, resource failures, quality of media, reroute of data flow, and policing of flows based on quality of service or service level agreements.

A $\xi$-approximation algorithm is a polynomial-time algorithm for an optimization problem that is guaranteed to produce a solution that is within the factor of $(1-\xi)$ of the optimum solution. For example if $\xi$ is equal to 0.001 for a given algorithm, then the $\xi$-approximation algorithm produces a solution that is 99.9% of the optimum solution, or within 0.1% of the optimum.

Radzik [31] observed that an algorithm known as a Fat-Path algorithm computes an $\xi$-optimal flow in $O(mn^2\log B)\log 1/\xi$ time, where the capacities of the links of the network
is are integers between 1 and B. Radzik’s variant of the *Fat-Path* algorithm [32] computes an $\xi$-optimal flow in $O(m^2 + mn\log(\log B)) \log 1/\xi$ time.

### 2.7 Combinatorial Algorithms

The problem can also be solved by combinatorial algorithms. Combinatorial algorithms exploit the discrete structure of the underlying network, often using graph search, shortest path, maximum flow, and minimum cost flow computations as sub-routines. These methods have led to superior algorithms for many traditional network flow problems including the shortest path, maximum flow, and minimum cost flow.

Despite a rich history dating back to Kantorovich, Fulkerson and Dantzig, until now, the only known way to solve the problem in polynomial-time was via general purpose linear programming techniques. Wayne [31] proposed the first combinatorial algorithm that solves the generalized maximum flow problem (flows with gains and losses, and links with costs). The algorithm uses an approximation scheme to find a good solution faster than an optimal one [31].
3. **MPLS OVERVIEW**

MPLS stands for "Multiprotocol" Label Switching. It is "multiprotocol" because its techniques are applicable to any network layer protocol. In this thesis, however, we focus on the use of IP as the network layer protocol. A node, switch or router which supports MPLS is generally known as a "Label Switching Router" (LSR). The "Label Edge Router" (LER) is used to describe an LSR at the (ingress or egress) edge of the MPLS network.

As a data frame of a connectionless network layer protocol travels from the source to the destination it travels from one node to the next. Each node makes an independent forwarding decision for that packet. That is, each node analyzes the data frame's header to determine where to forward the packet next. The forwarding decision is determined by a forwarding table that is present on each node and that is built by network layer routing algorithms running on that node. Therefore each router independently chooses a next hop for the data frame, based on its analysis of the packet's header and the results of running the routing algorithm.

Frame headers contain considerably more information than is needed simply to choose the next hop along the path. Choosing the next hop can therefore be thought of as the composition of two functions. The first function partitions the entire set of possible packets into a set of "Forwarding Equivalence Classes (FECs)". In conventional IP forwarding the FEC is a subnet IP address prefix. Therefore a particular node will typically consider two packets to be in the same FEC if there is some address prefix X in
that router's routing tables such that X is the "longest match" for each packet's destination address. The second maps each FEC to a next hop. Insofar as the forwarding decision is concerned, different packets which get mapped into the same FEC are indistinguishable. All data frames which belong to a particular FEC and which travel from a particular node will follow the same path (or if certain kinds of multi-path routing are in use, they will all follow one of a set of paths associated with the FEC).

As the data frame traverses the network, each hop in turn re-examines the packet and matches it to a FEC in order to determine the next-hop.

In MPLS, the assignment of a particular data frame to a particular FEC is done just once, as the data frame enters the network. The FEC to which the packet is assigned is encoded as a short fixed length value known as a "label". When a packet is forwarded to its next hop, the label is sent along with it; that is, the packets are "labeled" before they are forwarded.

At subsequent hops, there is no further analysis of the data frame's network layer header. Rather, the label in the frame header is used as an index into a table on the node. The table entry specifies the next hop, and a new label. The old label in the frame header is replaced with the new label, and the data frame is forwarded to its next hop.

In the MPLS forwarding paradigm, once a packet is assigned to a FEC, no further network layer header analysis is done by subsequent routers; all forwarding is driven by the labels. This has a number of advantages over conventional network layer forwarding.
- Since forwarding packets are based on a label lookup rather than by analyzing the network layer headers, the speed at which packets are forwarded is greatly increased [36].

- Conventional forwarding, on the other hand, can only consider information which travels with the packet in the data frame header. With MPLS however, a data frame that enters the network can be assigned a FEC based on the port the frame arrives on. This allows the use of MPLS to offer VPN services.

- A data frame that enters the network at a particular node can be labeled differently than the same data frame entering the network at a different node or even a different port on the same node, and as a result forwarding decisions that depend on the ingress point can be easily made. This cannot be done with conventional forwarding.

- Sometimes it is desirable to force a data frame to follow a particular route through the network which is explicitly chosen at or before the time the packet enters the network, rather than being chosen by the normal dynamic routing algorithm as the packet travels through the network. This may be done as a matter of policy, or to support traffic engineering (the ability to apply QoS to data frames, the ability to determine the latency through the network, and the ability to determine usage of network resources). In conventional forwarding, since there is no explicit route through the network there is no way to determine latency or to guarantee the amount of resources available for packets flowing between a source and destination. For details on MPLS QoS refer to Section 3.4.
3.1 MPLS Label stack

The MPLS header is made up of a stack of 32 bit labels. Figure 10 shows a label stack entry. The MPLS Label is 20 bits long and is the identifier that is locally significant to the LSR. The experimental (EXP) bits field is 3 bits long and is used to determine the QoS that is to be applied to the data frame. The stack field takes one bit and is used to determine whether there is another label stack entry in the header. The Time-to-Live (TTL) field is 8 bits long and is similar to the TTL field carried in the IP header and is used to determine how many hops the frame can traverse before it is dropped.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>EXP</th>
<th>Stack</th>
<th>TTL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(20 bits)</td>
<td>(3 bits)</td>
<td>(1 bit)</td>
<td>(8 bits)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10. MPLS Label Stack Entry**

The IP frame is encapsulated in with an MPLS header at the ingress edge of the MPLS network. At the egress edge, the IP frame restored by removing the MPLS header. Figure 11 shows an IP frame encapsulated with an MPLS header.
3.2 Label Switched Paths (LSPs)

Label Switched Paths (LSPs) are specific traffic paths though an MPLS network. They are similar to circuit switched paths such as those found in ATM or Frame Relay networks and their use can guarantee a specific level of performance. Packets are forwarded along a label switched path (LSP) where each label switched router (LSR) makes forwarding decisions based solely on the contents of the label. MPLS enables routers to make forwarding decisions based on the contents of this shortened label, rather than by performing a complex route lookup based on the destination network layer address.

3.3 MPLS and RSVP

The first goal of adding RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol) support to MPLS is to enable a label edge router (LER) or a label switched router (LSR) to classify packets by examining labels instead of Internet Protocol (IP) headers to recognize packets that
belong to a flow for which reservations have been made. RSVP is used to bind labels to reserved flows.

![Diagram showing RSVP resource and label allocation]

**Figure 12. RSVP resource and label allocation**

Figure 12 illustrates the process by which RSVP is used to reserve resources and allocate labels for a flow. The RSVP PATH message is used by LER R1 to tell LSR R2 (step 1), and LSR R2 to tell LER R3 (step 2) to set up an LSP. When an LER R3 reserves resources for the new flow, it allocates a label from its pool of free labels, and sends out a RESV message containing the label (step 3). Upon receipt of a RESV message with a label, the MPLS Agent on LSR R2 populates its forwarding table with this label as the outgoing label. LSR R2 then reserves resources and allocates a new label and inserts it into a RESV message before sending it upstream to LER R1 (step 4). If there are more LSRs on the path to the source, then this process repeats until the RESV message reaches the initiating LER. In the example above, LER R3 allocates a label “6” for this
reservation and advertises it upstream to its neighbour LSR R2. LSR R2 allocate a label “7” for the same reservation and advertises it to LER R1. At this point a label switched path (LSP) is setup for a flow from R1 to R3.

When an IP packet is received from the customer port at LER R1 (step 7), label “7” is “pushed” in front of the IP packet, and the resulting MPLS packet is sent to LSR R2 (step 8). At LSR2, the label “7” on the MPLS packet is “swapped” with the outgoing label “6”, and the MPLS packet is forwarded to LER R3 (step 9). At LER R3, the label “6” is “popped” from the MPLS frame, and the IP packet is forwarded out the customer port (step 10).

3.4 MPLS Quality of Service (QoS)

The facilities provided by MPLS traffic engineering and Virtual Private Network (VPN) support are strong reasons for a Network Provider to deploy MPLS in a network [37]. The goal of MPLS QoS is to establish parity between the QoS features of IP and MPLS. One of the main reasons that MPLS supports, rather than extends, the IP QoS model is that MPLS, unlike IP, is not an end-to-end protocol. MPLS does not currently run in hosts, but runs on the router and switches of a provider’s network.

Service providers do not sell MPLS services. They sell IP VPN services that offer IP QoS. MPLS helps providers offer IP QoS services more efficiently and on a wider range of platforms (IP routers and ATM switches). The two models of QoS architectures introduced by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) are Integrated Services (also known as int-serv) and Differentiated Services (also known as diff-serv).
3.4.1 Integrated Services

Integrated Services provides a guarantee of minimum amount of bandwidth or some upper bound on the end-to-end delay for individual application flows (also known as microflows). RSVP was originally designed to support resource reservation for these microflows. Making reservations for individual microflows leads to scalability problems since the number of reservations that might be made across a network is likely to grow as fast as the numbers of users in the network. Therefore this type of QoS is not further discussed in this thesis.

3.4.2 Differentiated Services

Whereas resources are allocated on individual application flows on the int-serv architecture, the diff-serv model divides traffic into a small number of classes and allocates resources on a per-class basis. A simple diff-serv network can have just two classes: best-effort and premium QoS. Because diff-serv has only a few classes of traffic, the flow's QoS can be marked directly in the packet of the flow. This contrasts to the int-serv model, in which a signaling protocol is required to tell the LSR which flows of packets require special QoS. The field in the IP packet header is called the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) [55]. DSCP can be marked on the packet by the host that sends the packets or by the LSR connected to the host according to its configured policy.

As mentioned in Section 3.4, Service providers sell IP VPN services. The packets that are sent from one customer host to another are IP packets. Figure 13 shows the format of
the header of an IP packet. Although Type of Service (ToS) [56] was defined in the early 1980s, it was largely unused until much later when IP traffic congestion in networks required the prioritization of the packets for better service levels. The 1 byte ToS field in the IP header includes 3 bits defining seven different priority levels with the highest priority reserved for network control packets. The remaining 5 bits were not used.

The DSCP byte replaces the ToS byte in the IP header. Currently, only the first 6 bits are used and the last 2 bits are reserved for future use. This allows up to 64 different classifications.

The DSCP is unstructured to facilitate the definition of future per-hop behaviors [55], but it does reserve some values to maintain limited backward compatibility with the precedence bits in the ToS byte, because some systems do use these bits for controlling traffic.
Differentiated services (DS) is analogous to consumer-based differentiated service industries, such as transportation services. A customer can travel by bus, train, or airplane. Based on the mode of transportation, the customer may choose to travel first class, business class, economy class, or on standby. The class of service is characterized by how fast you reach your destination, how many stops you make, and what kind of service you receive. Some services may have limitations, such as when you can travel, and others, such as standby, include the risk of not reaching your destination in the time frame expected. In all cases, you pay more for higher quality services.
The Differentiated Services framework offers the same kind of classification system. Based on network policies, different kinds of traffic can be marked for different kinds of forwarding. Resources can then be allocated according to the policies and the DSCP markings on the packet.

For example, packets of a critical service such as video streaming can be marked with a DSCP that indicates low latency and a certain amount of sustained bandwidth.

Another simple example of such a policy would be to mark packet flows from higher paying customers as “premium”, while those of lower paying customers as “best-effort”.

3.4.3 MPLS Support of Differentiated Services

MPLS provides two ways of ensuring that packets marked with various DSCP bits receive the appropriate QoS treatment at each LSR in the network. One way to do this is by using E-LSPs (Exp-Label Switched Paths) and the other is by using L-LSPs (Label-Label Switched Paths).

3.4.3.1 E-LSPs

Since DSCP is carried in a 6 bit field in the IP packet header it allows 64 different values. MPLS has a 3-bit field in packet header defined for experimental use (also known as the Exp field) which allows only 8 different values. Therefore each LSP can be used to carry packets with up to 8 QoS classes. If a provider sells no more than eight different QoS
classes to its customers then this would be sufficient. But this may not be sufficient when providers want to offer many levels of services for customers paying at different levels. Even if the provider wants to offer no more than eight different service levels at first, E-LSPs do not allow the flexibility to expand in the future. As well, providers that want to only provide eight levels of services may prefer not using the same LSP to transmit packets of all eight classes. Therefore E-LSPs are not further discussed in this thesis.

![Diagram of E-LSP](image)

**Figure 14. E-LSP**

### 3.4.3.2 I-LSPs

If a provider wants to sell more than eight QoS classes to its customers then E-LSPs would not be sufficient. As well, if a provider wants to provide different QoS using an
MPLS over an IP and ATM network E-LSPs cannot be used since ATM does not have the Exp field. L-LSPs extend Label Distribution Protocols by allowing the QoS to be advertised with the label. Therefore each L-LSP will carry packets for one QoS (and the Exp bits are unused).

![Diagram of L-LSP]

**Figure 15.** L-LSP

The RAA shown in Figure 29 can carry the QoS requested, while the RBA shown in Figure 30 can be used to advertise the label and the QoS for a LSP during the set up of an L-LSP.
4. PREVIOUS WORK ON MOBILE AGENTS

Mobile agents describe the concept of mobile computing or mobile code. Mobile agents roam networks, search for information, meet and interact with other agents that roam the network or are bound to a particular host. A mobile agent has four distinct characteristics, namely Intelligence, Communication, Autonomy, and Mobility [12],[13]. A mobile agent is able to adapt itself to its environment based on information available to it, hence its intelligence. A mobile agent is able to coordinate with other agents residing on the same host by exchanging data in order to plan future strategies, and hence its communication ability. A mobile agent has the authority to control its actions and strategies without the necessity of human control, and hence its autonomy. A mobile agent has the ability to migrate through a network, from host to host, performing specific tasks at each one, and hence the mobility.

The Agent based paradigm is applied to many parallel network applications. The mobile agent based approach benefits a large number of applications in communications networks. Some examples include load balancing, network management and network routing [13],[14].

In this thesis, the use of mobile agents is incorporated into flow augmenting path algorithms to allow maximum utilization of network resources.
4.1 Stigmergy

The term *stigmergy* was first introduced by Grassé [34] to describe the communication taking place between agents through modification induced in their environment. The network optimization problem using the augmenting path algorithm is well suited for a multi-agent approach that uses the *stigmergy* paradigm used by ants. Ants indirectly communicate with each other through their environment. Ants returning from a food source to the nest lay down pheromones (a chemical substance) behind them. Other ants use the pheromone trail to find their way from the nest back to the food source. Over a period of time, as ants travel between the food and the nest, the shortest path will emerge.

![Figure 16. Ants finding best path](image-url)
Figure 16 shows an example where ants have two paths between the nest and food. On arriving at the fork in the path, the ant makes a random decision on which path to take. The decision to take either path is of equal probability. The ants that choose the shorter path will arrive at their destination faster than the ants that choose the longer path. In a given amount of time an ant will travel over the shorter path more times than an ant that travels over the longer path. This will result in a higher level of pheromone over the shorter path than the longer path. Other ants will prefer to travel over the path with the higher concentration of pheromones than that of the weaker concentration. This will lead to the concentration of the pheromone on the shorter path to increase even further. Over time fewer ants will choose the longer path, resulting in the slow evaporation of the pheromone. The higher concentration of pheromone will result in the shortest path being selected.

4.2 Mobile Agents used in Congestion Control Mechanisms

The behavior of ants has inspired a congestion control mechanism that is highly adaptive to changes in network and traffic patterns [39]. The network model is populated by artificial agents that leave a "pheromone" on each node. The pheromone left at each node is a function of the congestion of a node and the distance the ant has traveled from the source node. The ant uses the pheromone to choose the next node in the network. Routing calls in the network are based on the distribution of the pheromone in the network.
Routing tables on node are replaced with probability tables (also known as pheromone tables). Every network node has a pheromone table for every destination node in the network. Each pheromone table on the node has an entry of every neighbor. The entries in the table are the probabilities that influence the ants’ selection of the next node towards the destination node. At regular time intervals on each node, ants are launched to travel to a random destination. Ants move from one node to another, selecting the next node based on the probabilities in the pheromone tables. On arriving at a node, the ant updates the source node’s probabilities in the node’s pheromone table. When the ant reaches the destination node it dies.

The entry that is updated in the node’s pheromone table is increased according to the following formula [39]:

\[ p = \frac{P_{old} + \Delta p}{1 + \Delta p} \]

Where \( p \) is the new probability (for reaching a specific node through a neighboring node) and \( \Delta p \) is the probability or pheromone increase. The other entries in this table are decreased as follows:

\[ p = \frac{P_{old}}{1 + \Delta p} \]

To enable ants to prefer shorter routes and avoid heavily congested nodes, the value of \( \Delta p \) must decrease with the age of the ant. To further influence path selection, ants must be delayed at congested nodes. Delaying ants at congested nodes slows them from updating of pheromone tables on other nodes thereby allowing the probabilities of
alternate nodes to increase. As well, the aged ants will have less of an effect on the pheromone tables of other nodes (since the value of $\Delta p$ decreases with the age of the ant). When routing a call through the network to a particular destination, the node selects the next node based on the highest amount of pheromone (that is, the largest probability) in the pheromone table for the destination node. Newly provisioned calls change the level of congestion in different parts of the network. This influences how the ants update pheromone tables, which in turn influences how calls are routed through the network. This simple system shows how the implementation of a completely decentralized adaptive control system can be modeled on the behavior of ants.

4.3 Mobile Agents based routing algorithm

AntNet [12] is a routing algorithm for communication networks that is inspired by the behavior of ants. Each artificial ant (mobile agent) builds a path from the source to the destination node. While building the path it collects information about the time length of the path components and the load status of the network. The information is propagated back by another ant moving in the opposite direction and is used to modify the routing tables of the visited nodes.

The Antnet system consists of two sets of mobile agents called the forward and backward ants. The Antnet algorithm is described as follows:

1. At regular intervals a forward ant is launched towards a randomly selected destination node. At every node visited, the node identifier and the time elapsed since the ant was launched is pushed on to the ant's stack [12].
2. The ant selects the next-hop node using information stored in the routing table. If the next-hop node has already been visited it randomly selects a node among the neighbors.

3. If a cycle is detected, the cycle’s nodes are popped from the ant’s stack and destroyed.

4. When the ant reaches the destination node it generates a backwards ant and transfers all the data to it.

5. The backward ant takes the path in the opposite direction of the forward ant. At each node it pops the stack in order to identify the next node in the reverse path.

6. At every node the ant updates the node with the elapsed time from the node to every node towards the destination node. As well, it updates the routing table of the node by incrementing the probability of getting to the destination through the node that the ant arrived from.

Forward ants share the same queues as data packets in order to accurately measure data congestion points in the network. Backwards ants use queues that are of a higher priority than data queues in order to update accumulated information as fast as possible.
Figure 17. Example of AntNet Behavior

Figure 17 above shows an example of the AntNet behavior. The forward ant moves along the path from node 1 to node 2, then to node 3, and finally to node 4. The forward ant puts node 1 through 4 onto its stack along with the time elapsed. At node 4 it launches a backward ant and transfers the data to it. The backward ant uses the information from the stack to travel in the opposite direction, from node 4 to node 3, then to node 2 and finally to node 1. At each node, the backward ant updates the node’s tables.

Classical routing protocols do not perform as well as Antnet [12]. Antnet is a robust, adaptive, and distributed routing system that implements an alternative scheme to classical shortest path routing protocols.
4.4 Mobile Agents in Ad-hoc Networks

Mobile agents have also been used as a routing scheme in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) [41],[42]. Routing schemes such as Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) that continuously update the routing tables of mobile nodes by transmitting control messages between the nodes. This consumes a lot of network resources that could otherwise be used for data traffic. Routing protocols such as Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) and Dynamic Source Routing require communication between end users be delayed until a route can be determined. Combining the AODV and ant-based routing produces an Ant-ADHOV hybrid routing scheme that does not overload network capacity and is able to reduce route discovery latency and the end-to-end delay.

In Ant-ADOV, ant agents work independently to provide routes to nodes. The nodes also have the capability of initiating on-demand route discovery to find destinations for which it does not have a fresh route entry. The use of ants with AODV increases the number of un-expired routes a node would have at any given time. This reduces the number of route discoveries needed. Even if a node initiates a route discovery the probability of it receiving a successful reply from nodes nearby is increased resulting in reduced route discovery latency. As ant agents update the routes continuously, a source node can switch from a longer stale route to a shorter newer route. This leads to a decrease in the end-to-end delay. This makes Ant-AODV suitable for real-time data and multimedia communication.
4.5 Mobile Agents used in Network Management

Rather than managing a large network with a traditional centralized Network Management System, mobile agents can be used to manage networks in a distributed but cooperative manner. In comparison, traditional solutions appear to be less efficient, difficult to deploy or awkward [40].

Network faults must be diagnosed and fixed quickly, either automatically or by the network operator. In large networks, the network operator has to deal with a range or network components that are geographically dispersed. The components incorporate different network technologies, have different operator interfaces and tools, and have varying degrees of manageability.

For example a delegation agent (or a deglet) [40] can be injected into a network to automatically discover new network devices. Providing the deglet with constraints allows it to discover devices of a certain type. The termination of the deglet can be fixed in different ways, for example, after a certain number of hops, or after visiting a particular node a certain number of times.

A netlet is a permanent network agent. A netlet allows the network model to be maintained dynamically by discovering changes to the network configuration. A larger number of netlets in the network leads to a faster detection of changes in the network. There are certain upper bound constraints on the number of netlets in the network. Netlets and deglets can also be used to detect network faults and address the problem autonomously. The netlets inform the network manager of the event or if a recovery is not possible. Agents can also provide remote maintenance of devices that are located on
customer premises. The agent can be sent to the device to perform a suite of tests and to fix the problem. A network technician is only sent to the site if the problem cannot be fixed by the agent.

Heterogeneous networks are usually managed by several network managers. Mobile agents can be used to provision services through such networks. A network call or a permanent virtual circuit (PVC) can be assigned to a deglet that coordinates the provisioning. The coordinating deglet uses other deglets to perform partial tasks of provisioning the PVC in the heterogeneous networks.

Instead of remotely polling network elements to measure performance, a mobile agent can be launched to perform analysis on the device. Since there are fewer delays involved the measurements are accurate. A different version of the agent can be launched at any time to take difference measurements. Introducing a newer version of the agent to the network is easier than updating a local static monitoring agent on the device.

Mobile agents bring us closer to a plug-and-play network [40]. This allows networks to automatically adjust network devices when network problems are detected, or when a service is to be provided, or when a change is made to the network. This leads to reduced down time and reduced costs when managing networks.

4.6 Mobile Agents and Active Networks

Active Networks (AN) [16] allow network managers or users to program the network nodes according to their needs, offering a greater amount of flexibility. The nodes of an
active network are capable of loading and executing mobile agents. The mobile agent is transferred from one active network node to another within specialized signaling channels or within packets called *capsules*. A capsule may contain a reference to the location of the code such that the code can be downloaded from the reference when the first capsule containing the reference arrives at the node. Another type of capsule is one that contains the code itself, which is downloaded and run upon arrival at the node. Both types of capsules can be used to maximize bandwidth usage in the network.

### 4.7 NodeOS

The framework for the architecture of a router or switch in an active network is proposed in [17]. It included a supporting operating system, the NodeOS, one or more execution environments (EE), and active applications. The NodeOS is responsible for allocating and scheduling the node’s local resources such as link bandwidth, CPU cycles, and storage. One or more EEs can run on top of the NodeOS. The EE defines a virtual machine. The EE is responsible for providing Active Applications (AAs) access to local resources. AAs can be dynamically loaded and executed on top of the EEs. AAs program the virtual machine provided by an EE to provide a specific service (such as reservation or freeing of bandwidth on a particular link). The general organization of these components is shown in Figure 18.
The NodeOS provides the basic functionality from which execution environments build the abstractions presented to the active applications. The NodeOS provides access to local node resources, as well as information about resource availability. The interface to the NodeOS is specified in [19].

The NodeOS provides EEs with access to node resources through five primary resource abstractions: thread pools, memory pools, channels, files, and domains. The first four encapsulate a system's four types of resources: computation, memory, communication, and persistent storage. The fifth abstraction, the domain, is used to aggregate control and scheduling of the other four abstractions. The abstractions of interest in this thesis are domains and channels.
The domain is the primary abstraction for accounting, admission control, and scheduling in the system. Each domain contains the resources needed to carry a particular packet flow. Therefore a domain can be mapped to a flow as defined in Section 2.1.1. A domain typically contains the following resources: a set of channels on which messages are received and sent, a thread pool, and is associated with a particular memory pool. Active packets arrive on an input channel (inChan), are processed by the EE using threads and memory allocated to the domain, and are then transmitted on an output channel (outChan). Figure 19 shows a representative domain hierarchy.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 19. Domain Hierarchy**
Channels are the primary abstraction for communication flows. Domains create channels to send, receive, and forward packets. The allocation of link bandwidth through the channel abstraction of the NodeOS is described with an RSVP-like QoS specification [20]. The channel abstraction is of particular interest to this thesis as it influences the design of a system that is used to set up MPLS RSVP LSPs on a node. Section 5.3.3 discusses the architecture that is used to implement an MPLS Agent EE on a network device such as a router.
4.8 A Mobile Agent System

The 2 fundamental concepts of the mobile agent model are the agent and its execution environment (also known as place) [52].

4.8.1 Mobile Agent Attributes

A mobile agent is an entity that has 5 attributes:

1. State

When an agent moves from one host to another it carries its state with it. It must do so in order to resume its execution at the destination host. The state of the agent is a snapshot of its execution at a given time.

2. Implementation

Like any process or task, a mobile agent needs an implementation in the form of compiled source code in order to execute. The agent may move from one host to another with its implementation. It may also travel to a destination host and execute some code available on it, and retrieve any other code needed over the network. The agent implementation must be executable at the hosts it intends to travel to in the network. As well, the implementation must be safe for the hosts to execute.

3. Interface

A mobile agent provides an interface that allows other agents and hosts to interact with it. The interface can either be a set of method signatures that allow access to
other agents and applications, or a messaging interface that allow communication through a well known language.

4. Identifier
   Every agent in the network must have a unique identifier that is immutable. Its uniqueness allows it to be used as the agent’s key and a way to refer to a particular agent instance in the network.

5. Principals
   The principle of an agent is an entity whose identity can be authenticated by any host that the agent may try to access. The identity consists of a name and possibly other attributes such as the manufacturer (or author) and its owner (creator of the agent instance).
4.8.2 Concept of Place

![Diagram of Host, Agents, Place, and Engine](image)

**Figure 20. Place and Engine**

Mobile agents travel between different *places* in the network. The place is the context in which the agent can execute (see Figure 20). The place is the entry point for a visiting agent that wishes to execute on a host. It provides a unique set of services that the agent can rely on irrespective of its location. There are 4 concepts that play an important role in *places*:

1. The Engine

   *Places* on their own cannot execute agents. The *engine* on a host provides the virtual machine for places and their agents. The *engine* provides *places* and agents with access to the network and links to the host resources. This concept has a hierarchical structure and is not limited to a one-to-one relationship. A
network entity can host multiple engines; each engine can contain multiple places, and each place can contain multiple agents. Each place requires a unique name in order to distinguish it from other places in the engine.

2. Resources

The engine and place provide controlled access to host resources and services such as databases, file systems, processors, memory, hardware devices, software services and the network.

3. Location

The location is a combination of the name of the place in which it executes and the network address of the engine in which the place resides. The location is typically written as the IP (Internet Protocol) address of the host and a port of the engine with a place name attribute.

4. Principals

Like an agent, a place has two principals. It is associated with the manufacturer (the author) and the place master (the principal responsible for the operation of the place).
4.8.3 Mobile Agent Behavior

4.8.3.1 Mobile Agent Creation

An agent is created in a *place*. The creation can be initiated by another agent residing in the same place or by another agent or non-agent system outside the *place*. Before the creation of the agent is allowed, the creator must authenticate itself to the place. The creator can also pass initialization arguments for the agent. The class definition (implementation) of the agent can be present on the local or remote host, or can be provided by the creator. Creation involves the following three steps:

1. Instantiation and identifier assignment:

   The class definition of the agent is loaded and made executable, and instantiated to create the agent. The agent class specifies the implementation and the interface of the agent. The *place* assigns a unique identifier to the agent instance.

2. Initialization:

   Once instantiated, the agent starts initializing itself by using any arguments provided by the creator. Once the initialization is complete, the agent can assume that it is fully and correctly installed in the *place*.

3. Autonomous execution.

   After being fully and correctly installed in place, the agent starts execution. The agent is now capable of executing independently of other agents in the same *place*.
4.8.3.2 Mobile Agent Disposal

The disposal of an agent can be initiated by the agent itself, by another agent in the same place, or by an agent or non-agent outside the place. An agent can also be disposed of by the host if the lifetime of the agent has expired, if no one refers to or uses the agent, if there is a security violation, or if the host system is shutting down.

Disposing of an agent requires the following two steps:

1. Preparing for disposal:

   The agent is given a chance to complete its current task.

2. Suspension of execution:

   The place suspends the execution of the agent (i.e. it halts the execution thread of the agent).
4.8.3.3 Mobile Agent Transfer

The transfer of the mobile agent from one *place* to another can be initiated by the agent itself, by another agent residing in the same *place*, or by another agent or non-agent system outside the *place*. The originating host’s *place* and the destination host’s *place* are responsible for managing the agent’s dispatch process. When the destination *place* is contacted by the originating *place*, it can accept the transfer request or reject it. The rejection by the destination *place* is communicated by a failure indication back to the origin *place*. If the origin place is unable to locate or communicate with the destination *place*, it returns a failure indication back to the agent.

4.8.3.3.1 Dispatching an Agent

In order to transfer an agent to a destination the agent must provide the destination’s identifier. If the specific destination *place* is not provided, the destination host may choose to run the agent in a default destination *place*. Once the destination has been determined, the agent informs the local host to transfer it to the destination host. When the host receives the transfer request from the agent it informs the agent to prepare itself for departure and then suspends the agent. The host engine *serializes* the agent state and class. Serialization is the process of creating a persistent representation of the agent’s object. This allows agent to be moved from one *place* to another. It then *encodes* the serialized agent so that it can be transported over the network using a chosen transport protocol. The originating host establishes a network connection with the destination host and transfers the encoded serialized agent.
4.8.3.3.2 Receiving an Agent

Before the destination host's engine can receive an agent it must determine whether it can accept an agent from the dispatching agent. Only after the dispatcher has been successfully authenticated will the encoded serialized agent be accepted. The engine decodes and deserializes the encoded serialized agent received. The agent is instantiated and its state is restored. The recreated agent is notified of its successful arrival to the destination so that it can initialize itself and resume execution.

4.8.3.3 Mobile Agent Communication

Agents communicate with other agents that reside at the same place, or with agents that reside in other places on the same engine, or with agents that reside in other places on other engines. To communicate with another agent, an agent can invoke a method of another agent or send a message to it. Agent messaging can be either peer-to-peer (between a pair of agents) or broadcast (to multiple agents). Communication between agents can be described as one of the three following schemes:

1) No-type messaging:

This type of messaging is the most popular and commonly used scheme. A No-type message is synchronous and blocks further execution of the agent until the message receiver has completed processing the message and replies back to the agent.
2) Future-type messaging.

This type of messaging is asynchronous and does not block the agent’s execution.
The sender retains a handle which can be used to obtain the result. Because the sender
does not have to wait until the receiver sends the reply, this messaging scheme is flexible and useful when multiple agents communicate with each other.

3) One-way messaging.

This type of messaging is asynchronous and does not block the agent’s execution.
The sender will not retain a handle for this message since it does not expect a reply for the message from the receiver. This messaging scheme is convenient when two agents are only needed to communicate in one direction. This scheme is also known as ‘fire-and-forget’.

4.8.3.3.4 Agent Processing Strategies

Based on agent processing strategies, agents can be grouped into three different types [49]:

1. Reflex or Reactive agents.

These agents respond solely to external stimuli and information available from sensing the environment. These agents act on an event (or stimulus), and determine what action to take based on predetermined conditions. Applications of these agents have been limited to field of robotics [49].
2. Goal-directed or Deliberative agents.

These agents try to achieve a specific goal by having domain knowledge and planning capabilities that allow it to take a sequence of actions.

3. Collaborative Agents.

These agents work with each other to reach a specific goal. While each agent is autonomous, communication between agents is a key factor in solving problems. Collaborative agents are used to solve large problems and they allow a modular approach based on specialization of agent function or domain knowledge.

In a collaborative agent system, the agents exchange information about their beliefs, desires and intentions. The beliefs represent that knowledge about the state of the environment. All the agent's planning and subsequent actions are based on its beliefs. The desires turn into goals when the agent is reasoning on how it wants to change its environment. The courses of action are called intentions.
5. **PROPOSED ALGORITHM**

The algorithm proposed in this thesis is an extended version of Edmond-Karp Algorithm, (see section 2.5.2). There are several reasons this algorithm is best suited for the application proposed in this thesis. The first and main reason is the way in which MPLS paths are setup. The two phases of the Ford Fulkerson Algorithm are suited to MPLS. However, since the algorithm's complexity (Section 2.5.1) hinders its use in real time network applications the two phases of the Edmonds Karp Algorithm better suite the applications. MPLS paths are set-up using the PATH and RESV messages as discussed in Section 3.3. The Edmonds-Karp algorithm is used for the purpose of both setting up an MPLS path and ensuring that the network bandwidth is optimally used, and for QoS (as discussed in Sections 3.4 and 5.3.6). A second reason is that the algorithm is well suited to *forward* and *reverse* mobile agents. The forward agent starts at a source node \( s \) and follows a certain path collecting information along the way. When the agent reaches the destination node \( t \), it spawns one or more backward agents, transfers its information to the new (backward) agents, and dies. The backward agents follow reverse paths back towards the source node. Along its path, each backward agent uses the information it received from the forward agent to update the nodes. This suits the two parts of the Edmond-Karp Algorithm.

The proposal is to extend the Edmond-Karp algorithm to allow it to select links in a network by taking several *cost* factors into account as well as to allow the ability to "bump" paths of a lower *priority*.
5.1 Cost Factors

The cost would include one or a combination of capacities available on a link (for load balancing), the latency over the link, and the monetary cost of using the link (a service provider may lease links from one or more service providers), the time of day the service is provided, and more. The combination used to determine the weight of each cost does not need to be fixed and can be based on how much a customer is paying for a given service. As well, the cost of the link can be dynamic. For example, the cost can be based on the time of day the service is offered or the amount of link capacity that is available at a given time.

The “cost” $m$ on a given link $(u, v)$ can be defined as:

$$m(u, v) = \sum \omega_i m_i(u, v)$$

where $\omega$ is known as the weight for a given cost factor, and has the following properties:

$$\forall i, 0 \leq \omega_i \leq 1, \text{ and }$$

$$\sum \omega_i = 1$$

Based on what the customer is paying, the network provider can assign different weights to different cost factors when provisioning the MPLS path.

Table 2 shows an example of how a provider may factor a link’s fixed costs and the dynamic costs in the network. The fixed costs include such things as the latency of the link, jitter of the link, the reliability of the link, and the providers it is leased from.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost description</th>
<th>Cost Factor</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Cost on link</th>
<th>Total link cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leased from provider 1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leased from provider 2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leased from provider 3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Cost Factors**

There are also other dynamic factors that influence whether a link is chosen for a particular path. The dynamic costs include the available link capacity and the time of day the service is provisioned. The dynamic cost factor (for the link) may be valid for a given snapshot in time. This value may be different at another snapshot in time. Dynamic costs make up a significant factor in determining whether the link should be used. As well, the weight of each cost should be determined by the how much the customer is willing to pay for the given service. These combinations determine whether a link in the network would be optimal for a given type of service for a given customer at a given time. The use of mobile agents allows the flexibility of the combination to be selected at the time of the MPLS path setup.
5.2 Priorities

Comparing the “priority” of LSPs determines whether the new LSP can “bump” an LSP that is already provisioned on a node. The priority can be based on how much the customer is paying or the importance of the service. An LSP with a higher priority is allowed to bump an LSP of a lower priority. Bumping results in a higher priority LSP taking a more optimal path through the MPLS network (based on the costs described above), and the bumped (lower priority) LSP taking a less optimal path through the network.

The way this is achieved is by modifying the auxiliary graph based on priorities of the existing flows. Let’s take a simple example with 3 priorities, “High”, “Medium” and “Low”. For example, Figure 21 shows 4 feasible flows \{s,a,b,t\}, \{s,c,d,t\}, \{s,c,b,a,d,t\}, and \{s,c,b,t\} of priority “Medium” and 1 unit each.

![Feasible flow digraph](image)

Figure 21. Feasible flow digraph
In the absence of any priorities, Figure 22 shows the auxiliary graph for Figure 21.

![Auxiliary digraph](image)

**Figure 22. Auxiliary digraph**

Now suppose we want to add a flow of priority "Low". In order to avoid bumping higher priority paths we must modify the auxiliary graph such that only reverse arcs where paths are of an equal or lower priority than "Low" should be present (in this case only paths of priority "Low"). The forward arcs of the auxiliary graph remain unchanged. Figure 23 shows the modified auxiliary graph for Figure 21. The auxiliary graph shows no more feasible flows possible in the graph. This ensures that higher priority paths do not get bumped in favor of lower priority ones.
Figure 23. Auxiliary digraph

Figure 22 shows that a flow of priority "Medium" or "High" can be added. This means that by the process of path augmentation, a new flow may "bump" an existing flow such that the "bumped" flow takes a less optimal path in order to maximize the use of the available capacity.

We take this modification one step further. For "High" priority paths we create an auxiliary graph such that a "Low" priority path is "bumped" completely. The way to achieve this is to leave the reverse arcs for "Low" priority flows out of the auxiliary graph and add the capacity taken by such flows to the forward arcs.

For example, Figure 24 shows the auxiliary graph if we wanted to add a "High" priority flow and if flow \(s,c,b,t\) were of priority "Low".
Figure 24. Auxiliary digraph

The result is a more optimal use of network resources based on the costs of providing the service and the amount paid by the customer for the service based on the path priority.

5.3 Using Mobile Agents to implement the Algorithm

Using the mobile agents changes the process of maximum flow discovery from the nodes to the agents. Hence in this approach, the agents carry link utilization information from one node to another rather than propagating the information through a protocol from node to node, or have a central network management station receive this information.

Mobile Agents are adapted to improve bandwidth usage in MPLS networks. Current link costs and bandwidth usage is measured by an artificial forward mobile agent that finds the optimal augmenting path to a destination. Artificial reverse mobile agents travel from
the destination back to the source and improve the network bandwidth resources by using the information gathered by the forward agent.

As discussed in Section 2.4.1, the Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm is made up of two routines. One routine is used in the forward direction and the other in the reverse direction. The Edmonds and Karp Algorithm discussed in Section 2.5.2 is an improvement to Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm and also has a forward and reverse routine. The following sections discuss how mobile agents are used to improve network resource usage.

Using a static agent, applying the algorithm to a network would require a centralized Network Management Station (NMS) that keeps track of the nodes, links between the nodes, their maximum capacities and utilization at a given time. Resource optimization would be done on the centralized station, and the updates to the network resources would require messaging between the NMS and the various nodes on the network. The problem with this approach is the single point of failure, the inability to scale to large number of nodes, the large number of messages that would need to travel between every node in the network and the NMS, and the inability to support dynamic resource reservation that is not initiated by the NMS. The performance analysis obtained by using mobile agents compared with managing a network using an NMS shows the mobile agent is less sensitive to the latency and the bandwidth of the bottleneck link that connects the NMS to the network [38].

Another approach would be to run a static agent on each and every node. This approach would require messaging between the nodes in the network, which would consume a significant amount of network resources. As well, this approach would require every
node to use the same algorithm, and hence the same software to accomplish this task. The algorithm would require the knowledge of all the different criteria for selecting paths through the network and be able to handle the dynamics of the network. This would require writing very flexible but highly complicated software. This increases the likelihood of unstable software. The software would need to be constantly updated to improve the algorithm and to increase stability. This is not desirable for service providers since revenue is dependent on the network credibility and the level of service provided to their customers.

A third approach would be to use mobile agents. The exchange of link utilization information and the process of optimizing network resource usage moves from the nodes to the agents. Hence in this approach, improving resource usage is manifested in the movement of agents that carry the residual capacity information from one node to another rather than propagate messages that carry this information. The algorithm used to search for an augmenting path can be changed at any given time by using a different instance of a mobile agent. One instance of the agent could search for an augmenting path using the least links with the least cost, whereas another instance of an agent could search for an augmenting path using least network latency, and another using random links. An agent could also use a combination of these factors in determining which link to pick. This allows service providers to introduce new versions of the algorithm at any given time without affecting their networks and the services they provide to their customers.
5.3.1 Agents that implement Ford-Fulkerson routines

In section 2.2, the Ford-Fulkerson routines were introduced to show how the algorithm is implemented. Both these routines start at the source node $s$, and end at the sink node $t$. Routine A and Routine B can be run on a single agent that resides on a centralized NMS or on mobile agents. When mobile agents migrate from one node to another in the network they consume network resources. Therefore it would be advantageous to have Routine A implemented on a separate agent from Routine B, making the agent size smaller. The disadvantage of having different agents that implement Routines A and B is the overhead of creating and spawning a new thread at the destination node (for Routine B). However, for this specific application, a new agent must be created for every existing path that needs to be updated in the network. If a new path can be created without having to update existing paths, and if the overhead of spawning a new agent is greater than the overhead of transporting a larger agent (from the source to the destination and back to the source), then it is better to implement both Routine A and B in a single agent. However, for this specific application, when the request to find a new $s$-$t$ path is made at the source node, the number of existing paths that may need to be updated is not known. As well, the distance to the destination node is not known. Therefore it is proposed that the routines A and B be implemented in smaller agents.

The Routine A Agent (RAA) travels in the forward direction from node $s$ to node $t$ in search of a flow augmenting path. Figure 25 below shows the RAA behaviour. The selection of the next node is based on the algorithm described in Section 2.4.1.
For details on the type of information carried by the agents, and the information left on the router for other agents please refer to Section 5.3.5.

![Diagram showing the RAA Behaviour](image_url)

**Figure 25. RAA Behaviour**

Routine B Agent (RBA) travels in the reverse direction from node $t$ to node $s$ changing the flow of the path. Figure 26 below shows the RBA behaviour.
5.3.2 Agents that implement the Edmonds-Karp Algorithm

Since Edmond-Karp is an extension of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm, the behaviour of the RAA agent discussed in Section 5.3.1 is easily extended to allow it to select a link based on cost factors (Section 5.1) and path priorities (Section 5.2). As well, it is used to select links based on several factors as discussed in Section 5. Figure 27 below shows extension to the RAA behaviour to take cost factors and path priorities into account when selecting the next node.
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Figure 27. RAA Behaviour
5.3.3 System Architecture

Figure 28. System Architecture
Figure 28 Shows the Router's System Architecture. The router is classified into 3 categories of physical control processors, and a switch fabric that allows communication between the processors. The main router processor is called the Control Processor. The Agent Execution Environment is located on the Control Processor. The mobile agent arrives at the router through the Ingress Processor.

The Classifier on the Ingress Processor is used to distinguish packets that contain control information that is destined for the router and packets that contain regular data that is destined to other routers or hosts. The Classifier forwards IP and MPLS data packets from an Ingress Port (on the Ingress Processor) through the Switch Fabric to the appropriate Egress Port (on the Egress Processor). Once the Classifier recognizes the agent as a control entity it forwards it to the Authenticator to ensure its integrity. Once authenticated, the mobile agent is forwarded to the Control Processor (through the Switch Fabric) where it is allowed to execute on the Agent Execution Environment.

The Routing Database is used to determine the port that is connected to the next-hop of the path to the destination router. The Flow and Path Database is used to store LSP flow information (for existing LSPs), and the Path information (for new LSPs being created) as discussed in Section 5.3.5. The Label Database contains labels that are available for use by the router. The Policy Control module determines whether the agent has administrative permission to make the reservation. The Admission Control determines whether the node has sufficient resources for the reservation. Once the Policy Control and Admission Control checks have passed, the reservation is made in the Classifier (Ingress Processor) and the Scheduler (Egress Processor). This allows the Classifier to
forward data packets from the *Ingress Processor* to the *Scheduler* on the *Egress Processor*. The *Scheduler* is responsible for forwarding the packets out the *Egress Port*.

Once the request or a reservation has been completed on the router, the agent is forwarded from the *Control Processor* to the *Scheduler* on the *Egress Processor*. The *Scheduler* is responsible for forwarding the agent out the *Egress Port* to the next-hop node. For details on the type of information carried by the agents, and the information left on the router for other agents please refer to Section 5.3.5.

### 5.3.4 Using Mobile Agents to set up MPLS flows

The RAA and RBA agents discussed in Section 5.3.2 can be mapped to provide services in an MPLS backbone. Rather than send a PATH message from R1 to R2, and from R2 to R3, the RAA agent can be extended to migrate from one router to the next and call the PATH interface on the MPLS Agent. Similarly, the RBA can be extended to call the RESV interface of the MPLS Agent, and migrate to the next router with the allocated label.
Figure 29. RAA PATH Behaviour
5.3.5 Information carried by Agents

The RAA carries the IP Address of the network source router, an LSP Id which contains a 16 bit value that is unique to the source router, the path priority and the QoS requested for the path and the IP Address of the destination router in the network. Optionally, the request may contain an explicit path through the network. The source IP Address and the LSP Id gives the flow request a network wide unique identifier known as the Flow Id. The path priority is used to determine what other paths can be pre-empted in order to satisfy the new path request (as discussed in Section 5.2). The port that the RAA enters the router is identified as ‘PA’.
The RAA uses the information it carries to determine the router resources required. If the router accepts the request, the Flow Id (Source IP Address and the LSP Id) and the *ingress physical port identifier* ‘PA’ are stored in the Path Database as a *path database entry*. The Path Database entries allow other agents traveling in the reverse direction to retrieve information on how to get back to the source node. The entry can be retrieved from the Path database at a later time using the Flow Id as the key.

The RAA uses the destination IP Address to look up one or more next-hop entries in the routing database. Each routing entry contains the port ‘PB’ that connects the router to the next-hop router. The RAA requests the router to send it to the next-hop router via the egress port ‘PB’. This is repeated until RAA arrives at the destination router.

Once the resources have been successfully allocated and all the request information stored at the destination router, the RAA instantiates the RBA. The Flow Id and the ingress port identifier are transferred to the RBA before the RAA terminates. The RBA requests a label ‘L1’ to be allocated from the *Label Database* (See Figure 28). Using the Path database entry created by RAA, the RBA creates a LSP Flow database entry for the new LSP. The RBA then requests the router to forward it back through the ingress port towards the source router.

At the next upstream node, the RBA is sent to the *Control Processor* along with the physical port identifier ‘PB’ that it arrived on. The RBA uses the Flow Id to find the path record in the path database (this contains physical port identifier ‘PA’). It then makes a request for a new label ‘L2’ from the label database and creates a LSP Flow database entry. Through the execution environment, RBA programs an entry in the ingress
Classifier so that any data packet coming in on port ‘PA’ with label ‘L2’ is forwarded through the switch fabric towards the Scheduler on the egress processor corresponding to port ‘PB’. It also programs an entry in the egress Scheduler so that any data packet that comes from the switch fabric with label ‘L2’ is swapped with label ‘L1’ and forwarded through port ‘PB’.

Once RBA has successfully completed the label programming it swaps the label ‘L1’ that it carried with new label ‘L2’. It requests the router to send it to the next upstream router through port ‘PA’. This process is repeated until the RBA reaches the source router where it transfers the LSP flow data to the router and terminates itself. At this point data packets can be forwarded from the source to the destination router through the LSP that has been set up.

5.3.6 Using Mobile Agents to setup QoS for a flow

MPLS LSPs are used as traffic trunks in provider networks. A traffic trunk LSP is defined as an LSP that is used to transport data from a collection of IP, TCP or UDP flows known as microflows. Microflows are flows that have two common properties. The first is that all traffic in microflows comes from one or more customer sites attached to the same source LER (for example R1 in Figure 31) and are destined to one or more customer sites attached to the same destination LER (for example R3 in Figure 31). The second is that they demand the same QoS. Therefore, microflows follow the same common path through the network and can use the same trunk LSP.
By routing at the granularity of a traffic trunk rather than individual microflow, traffic trunk LSPs decouple the amount of forwarding state and control traffic needed to establish and maintain this state from the volume of traffic that flows through the network. So as traffic between LERs increases, the amount of bandwidth required for the individual trunk increases but the amount of forwarding state does not increase.

Setting up and managing 64 E-LSPs between all LERs statically may be time consuming and a waste of resources. As well, it is impossible to know ahead of time how much bandwidth microflows will require from each E-LSP trunk, or even whether there is a need to set up an E-LSP for a given QoS between two LERs.

Mobile agents can be used to dynamically setup one or more E-LSP trunks (each with a given QoS) between two LERs once a route to a given destination is learned. As shown
in Figure 30, mobile agents can be used to call the RESV Interface on the MPLS agent of a node in the network. This can be further extended so that at each node, the mobile agent requests the MPLS agent to bind the label to a particular QoS. Thus the QoS treatment of a packet is known at the time of the LSP establishment.

As well, mobile agents can also be used to dynamically increase the amount of bandwidth required for a given E-LSP using the augmenting path algorithms discussed. Networks that would use mobile agents to setup MPLS LSPs would be very versatile. As discussed in Section 5.3.4 an instance of a mobile agent can use a certain algorithm to find a path through the network to set up an LSP with a certain QoS. Another instance can use a different algorithm and can set up an LSP with a different QoS. If a provider wants to provision an LSP with a new path search mechanism, introducing a new mobile agent to the network would avoid the need to upgrade every node in the network. If mobile agents are not used, every node in the network would need to be aware of the new path search criteria to avoid loops.
6. AGENT SECURITY ISSUES

Security in any network is a concern in all networks, regardless of whether they are active or not. In traditional data networks, user data or control data can be used to attack one or more nodes in the network. Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are becoming more common today. With the introduction of agent based routing and network optimization, there is a concern that a "rogue" agent could contain malicious code that would affect one of more active nodes in the network. In an open network such as the Internet or a Service Provider network that is used to provide VPN services and Internet access to customers, network equipment is exposed to the risk of penetration by malicious agents.

Security is a key part of this mobile agent based architecture (as opposed to being an afterthought).

The Mobile Agent and Router Security features are categorized as follows:

- Agent Privacy and Integrity
- Agent Authentication
- Access Control
- Resource Time Limitation

6.1 Agent Privacy and Integrity

As discussed in Section 5.3.2, mobile agents are transferred from one active network node to another within a capsule. The capsule contains the code of the mobile agent and
data (Section 5.3.5). The agent’s state needs to be updated during its journey through the network. However, the agent’s code must not be modified.

The data is sensitive and needs to be kept a secret to avoid eavesdroppers from getting the information. Cryptography mechanisms [46] provide a secure communication facility that the agent uses to transport data across untrusted networks. Encrypting the data with public keys allows access of the data by the network routers.

A security breach could result in the modification of the agent’s code as it traverses the network. It is impossible to prevent such modifications but it is possible to detect them [45]. Mechanisms such as seals or message digests ensure the integrity of the agent by detecting tampered code.

6.2 Agent Authentication

An agent must be authenticated before it is allowed to execute on the router’s execution environment. Conversely, an agent needs to confirm the identity of the router before it reveals any sensitive data. Agents must not carry keys for authentication purposes since these leaves them vulnerable to malicious hosts. Digital Signature systems provide a mutual authentication scheme [46]. In order to verify signatures, the agents and routers need to reliably know the signing entity’s public key. Certified Public keys are posted on network-wide directories that can be accessed by agents and routers.
6.3 Access Control

The router needs to protect its resources from unauthorized access. Access Control involves specifying policies for granting access to resources based on agent roles. For example, from Section 5.3.5 we see that RBA has access to the router’s Label Database while RAA does not. Similarly RAA can read and write Path Database entries whereas RBA can only read them. RBA can read and write LSP Flow Database entries whereas RAA can only read them. As well, to access or modify specific states or data of the active node, the mobile agent has specific interfaces provided by the execution environment (as discussed in Section 5.3.3). This adds an extra layer of security since the agent must adhere to the specified interface and can only access or modify specific data. Boundary conditions are checked before accessing or modifying any data on the active node.

6.4 Resource Time Limitation

As agents traverse the networks they consume resources such as CPU cycles, disk space, etc. on each router. During “Denial of Service” attacks agents may acquire system resources and never release them, thereby preventing other agents from accessing them. A time limit mechanism is put into place so that the length of time an agent can access resources is limited. Similarly, a malicious host may repeatedly transmit an agent to the router to try to prevent other agents from accessing the router’s resources. The router must ensure that it discards such agents immediately.
COMPARING A-EK-RSVP AND M-EK-RSVP

Figure 32 below shows an example network with 4 nodes. There are 3 LSPs that originate from node \( s \) and terminate at node \( t \). Each of these LSPs provides connectivity to a customer (for example LSP 1 would provide connectivity between two remote sites of customer 1). The sites are connected to the provider’s network at a port on node \( s \) and a port on node \( t \). The capacity of each link, and the amount of bandwidth used is shown in brackets. For illustration purposes each of these LSPs use one unit of bandwidth (in a real network setting it can be up to the link capacity). Packets destined from node \( s \) to node \( t \) may take one of the three LSPs based on the QoS the packet requires. For example if a packet were to take LSP 3, it would travel from node \( s \) to node \( x \) over link A with label 17, from node \( x \) to node \( y \) over link C with label 18, and from node \( y \) to node \( t \) over link D with label 20, and finally out a port to customer 3.

![Diagram of LSPs in a network]
Suppose we want to create a new LSP (LSP4) on one unit of bandwidth for customer 4. The LSP is required to connect an incoming port on node \( s \) to an outgoing port on node \( t \). From Figure 32 we see that this would require augmenting the path through the network. Notice that augmenting the path to create LSP 4 in the network requires the update of LSP 3, but leaves LSP 1 and LSP 2 untouched because the flow could not be augmented over certain links. Figure 33 below shows the same network after LSP4 has been created and LSP 3 has been updated. From the figure we see that a packet from Customer 3 traveling through LSP 3 would travel from node \( s \) to node \( x \) over link A with label 17, and from node \( x \) to node \( t \) over link E with label 20. A packet from Customer 4 traveling through LSP4 would travel from node \( s \) to node \( y \) over link B with label 23, and from node \( y \) to node \( t \) with label 24.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 33. Augmenting LSPs in a network**
7.1 Using a message based algorithm (M-EK-RSVP)

RFC 3209 [53] describes the message based method that is used to reroute LSPs in existing RSVP based MPLS networks. This section describes how a Message based Edmonds Karp RSVP algorithm (M-EK_RSVP) would be implemented. First we would need to find an augmenting path from the source node $s$ to destination node $t$. This can be achieved by sending a message based implementation of Routine A from node $s$ to node $t$ (through nodes $y$ and $x$), and a message based implementation of Routine B from node $t$ to node $s$ (through nodes $x$ and $y$).

Once node $s$ has determined that it has to reroute LSP 3 before LSP 4 can find available network resources, it sends a "PATH TEAR" message [53] from node $s$ through nodes $x$ and $y$ to node $t$. When node $t$ receives the "PATH TEAR" message, it sends a "RESV TEAR" message through nodes $y$ and $x$ to node $s$.

When node $s$ receives the "RESV TEAR" message, it can now set up LSP 3 along a new path, and set up the new LSP 4. To setup LSP 3, node $s$ sends a "PATH" message through node $x$ to node $t$. Once node $t$ receives the "PATH" message it sends a "RESV" message through node $x$ to node $s$. To setup LSP 4, node $s$ sends a "PATH" message through node $y$ to node $t$. Once node $t$ receives the "PATH" message it sends a "RESV" message through node $y$ to node $s$. 
7.2 Using the proposed algorithm with mobile agents (A-EK-RSVP)

This section describes an example using the A-EK-RSVP algorithm. To accomplish the search for a path for LSP4, an RAA agent is instantiated at node \( s \). At node \( s \) the RAA creates a new Path entry in the Path Database (‘LSP4 and incoming port customer 4’). It then requests node \( s \) for a link that still has some available capacity (forward arc) or a link that has consumed capacity by an incoming LSP (reverse arc). Since Link B (forward arc) has 1 unit of capacity still available the RAA now travels from node \( s \) to node \( y \).

At node \( y \) the RAA requests the node for a forward or reverse arc. At this node there are no forward arcs available (no links with available capacity). However, Link C has an incoming LSP (LSP3) of 1 unit (a reverse arc). At node \( y \), RAA creates a Path entry in the Path Database (‘LSP4 incoming port Link B’). RAA ‘remembers’ node \( y \) as the start point for updating LSP3 (also known as ‘Start Update Point’ or ‘SUP’), and then travels over Link C to get from node \( y \) to node \( x \).

At node \( x \) the RAA requests the node for a forward or reverse arc. There is capacity on link E (forward arc) of 1 unit. At node \( x \), it creates a Path entry for LSP4 in the Path Database (‘LSP 4 incoming port Link C’), and then travels from node \( x \) to node \( t \) over link E. At node \( t \), it creates a Path entry in the Path Database (LSP4 incoming port Link E’). As well, node \( t \) is the next point (after node \( y \)) that RAA found an entry for LSP3 in the node’s database (also known as ‘End Update Point’ or ‘EUP’). Therefore RAA must also ‘remember’ node \( t \) (as the ending point for updating LSP3).
In order to create LSP4 and update LSP3, two RBA agents, RBA\textsubscript{4} and RBA\textsubscript{3} are spawned at node t. RBA\textsubscript{4} creates LSP4 while RBA\textsubscript{3} updates LSP3.

Recall that in section 5.3.3 we discussed how the RBA gets from the destination node back to the source node by using the Path Database information that was inserted at every node along the path by the RAA. The trick used here is to tell the RBA\textsubscript{4} to travel back towards the source using the LSP3's Path Database Entries on every node on the reverse path node t until it reaches node y. On every node on the reverse path (until node y), RBA\textsubscript{4} creates a new LSP Flow Database entry for LSP4 using LSP3's LSP Flow database entry. As well, on every node on the reverse path (except for node t) RBA\textsubscript{4} removes LSP3's LSP Flow Database Entry. At node y it uses the LSP4's Path Database entries to continue its journey back to the source node s.

In the example above, RBA\textsubscript{4} requests a new label (24) at node t. It creates a new entry ("Incoming Link D, Incoming Label 24") in the Classifier and a corresponding Scheduler entry ("Outgoing port customer 4, pop label") for LSP 4. Using LSP3's LSP Flow Database Entry, RBA\textsubscript{4} carries label 24 and travels from node t to node y through link D. At node y RBA\textsubscript{4} requests a new label (23) and uses LSP4's Path Database Entry ("LSP4 Incoming port link B") to create the Classifier entry "incoming link B, incoming label 23". It also creates the Scheduler entry "outgoing link D, swap label 23 with label 24". It then carries label 23 and travels through link B to source node s. Using LSP4's Path Database entry it creates a Classifier entry "incoming port customer 4, add label 23" and a Scheduler entry "keep label 23, outgoing link B".
On the other hand, RBA₃ is told to use the LSP₄’s Path database entries on every node on the reverse path from node t until node y. At node t, it updates LSP₃’s flow database entry (using but LSP₄’s incoming link in the Path Database entry). Along the way it looks for LSP₃’s flow database entry. If one is not found it creates an entry for LSP₃ (using LSP₃’s flow id but LSP₄’s Path Database entry). On the very first node where it finds the LSP₃’s Flow database entry, the entry is updated. After this node it removes LSP₃ flow database entries and LSP₃ Classifier and Scheduler entries from every node along the path until it reaches node y. At node y it terminates.

In the above example, RBA₃ changes the label mapping for LSP₃ in the Classifier entry to “Incoming Link E, incoming label 20” at node t. The node’s Scheduler entry for LSP 3 remains unchanged (since the scheduler would take a packet with label 20, pop the label and send it to the port for customer 3). RBA₃ carries label 20 and travels from node t to node x.

At node x, it updates the classifier entry for LSP₃ so that data packets will be forwarded through the switch fabric towards link E instead of link C. It removes LSP₃’s previous scheduler entry “outgoing link C, swap label 17 with outgoing label 18” and creates a new scheduler entry “outgoing link to E, swap label 17 with outgoing label 20”. Using the Path Database entry for LSP₄ it then travels from node x to node y where it removes the classifier and scheduler entries for LSP₃ and terminates.

Table 13 below summarizes the number of hops required by the agents to accomplish the creation of LSP₄ and the reroute of LSP 3.
7.2.1 Path and LSP Flow Database entries

The tables below summarize the Path and LSP Flow Database entries at each node along the path of RAA and RBA agents.

**RAA:**

**RAA at node s:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>LSP3 Flow Database Entries</th>
<th>Path Database entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSP3 incoming link/port</td>
<td>LSP4 incoming link/port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>port 3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Link A</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Link C</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Link D</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RAA Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP</th>
<th>Start Update Point</th>
<th>End Update Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RAA at node y:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>LSP3 Flow Database Entries</th>
<th>Path Database entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSP3 incoming link/port</td>
<td>LSP4 incoming link/port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>port 3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Link A</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Link C</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Link D</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RAA Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP</th>
<th>Start Update Point</th>
<th>End Update Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP3</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RAA at node x:

‘LSP3’ and ‘LSP4’ LSP database information (incoming link) and ‘LSP4’ Pheromone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>LSP3 Flow Database Entries</th>
<th>Path Database entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSP3 incoming link/port</td>
<td>LSP4 incoming link/port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>port 3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Link A</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Link C</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Link D</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RAA Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP</th>
<th>Start Update Point</th>
<th>End Update Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP3</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RAA at node t:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>LSP3 Flow Database Entries</th>
<th>Path Database entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSP3 incoming link/port</td>
<td>LSP4 incoming link/port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>port 3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Link A</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Link C</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Link D</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RAA Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP</th>
<th>Start Update Point</th>
<th>End Update Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP3</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### RBA₄:

**RBA₄ at node t:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>LSP3 Flow Database Entries</th>
<th>Path Database entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSP3 incoming link/port</td>
<td>LSP4 incoming link/port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>port 3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Link A</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Link C</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Link D</td>
<td>Link D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RBA₄ at node y:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>LSP3 Flow Database Entries</th>
<th>Path Database entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSP3 incoming link/port</td>
<td>LSP4 incoming link/port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>port 3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Link A</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Link C</td>
<td>Link B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Link D</td>
<td>Link D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RBA₄ at node s:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>LSP3 Flow Database Entries</th>
<th>Path Database entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSP3 incoming link/port</td>
<td>LSP4 incoming link/port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>port 3</td>
<td>port 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Link A</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Link C</td>
<td>Link B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Link D</td>
<td>Link D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### RBA₃:

**RBA₃ at node t:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>LSP3 Flow Database Entries</th>
<th>Path Database entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSP3 incoming link/port</td>
<td>LSP4 incoming link/port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>port 3</td>
<td>port 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Link A</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>Link C</td>
<td>Link B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td><strong>Link-D Link E</strong></td>
<td>Link D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Link E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RBA₃ at node x:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>LSP3 Flow Database Entries</th>
<th>Path Database entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSP3 incoming link/port</td>
<td>LSP4 incoming link/port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>port 3</td>
<td>port 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Link A</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>Link C</td>
<td>Link B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td><strong>Link-D Link E</strong></td>
<td>Link D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Link E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RBA₃ at node y:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>LSP3 Flow Database Entries</th>
<th>Path Database entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSP3 incoming link/port</td>
<td>LSP4 incoming link/port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>port 3</td>
<td>port 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Link A</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td><strong>Link-C n/a</strong></td>
<td>Link B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td><strong>Link-D Link E</strong></td>
<td>Link D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Link E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.2.2 Final LSP Flow database

The following tables summarize the label databases for each of the nodes before LSP4 was created.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP Name</th>
<th>Incoming Link</th>
<th>Incoming Label</th>
<th>Outgoing Link</th>
<th>Outgoing label</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP1</td>
<td>Customer 1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP2</td>
<td>Customer 2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP3</td>
<td>Customer 3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Node s LSP Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP Name</th>
<th>Incoming Link</th>
<th>Incoming Label</th>
<th>Outgoing Link</th>
<th>Outgoing label</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Node x LSP Database
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP Name</th>
<th>Incoming Link</th>
<th>Incoming Label</th>
<th>Outgoing link</th>
<th>Outgoing label</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Node y LSP Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP Name</th>
<th>Incoming Link</th>
<th>Incoming Label</th>
<th>Outgoing link</th>
<th>Outgoing label</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP1</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Customer 1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP2</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Customer 2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP3</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Customer 3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Node t LSP Database

The following tables summarize the label databases for each of the nodes after LSP4 is created and LSP3 has been updated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP Name</th>
<th>Incoming Link</th>
<th>Incoming Label</th>
<th>Outgoing link</th>
<th>Outgoing label</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP1</td>
<td>Customer 1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP2</td>
<td>Customer 2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP3</td>
<td>Customer 3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP4</td>
<td>Customer 4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Updated Node s LSP Database
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP Name</th>
<th>Incoming Link</th>
<th>Incoming Label</th>
<th>Outgoing link</th>
<th>Outgoing label</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Updated Node x LSP Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP Name</th>
<th>Incoming Link</th>
<th>Incoming Label</th>
<th>Outgoing link</th>
<th>Outgoing label</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Updated Node y LSP Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSP Name</th>
<th>Incoming Link</th>
<th>Incoming Label</th>
<th>Outgoing link</th>
<th>Outgoing label</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP1</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Customer 1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP2</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Customer 2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP3</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Customer 3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP4</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Customer 4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Updated Node t LSP Database
7.2.3 Time required by M-EK-RSVP

Table 11 below summarizes the number of hops required by the messages to accomplish the creation of LSP4 and the reroute of LSP 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message Description</th>
<th>Number of hops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path Augmentation (Routine A): “PATH” with “Record Route” option.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path Augmentation (Routine B): “RESV” with “Record Route” option.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 3 “PATH TEAR”</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 3 “RESV TEAR”</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 3 “PATH” with “Explicit Path” option.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 3 “RESV”</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 4 “PATH” with “Explicit Path”</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 4 “RESV”</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of hops</strong></td>
<td><strong>20</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Summary of hops traversed by messages using M-EK-RSVP

The size of an ordinary IPv4 PATH message is 40 bytes (64 bytes for IPv6) [20],[47]. The time it takes to transfer and process an ordinary IPv4 PATH message between two Cisco 4700 routers is 2.00 ms [57]. The size of an ordinary IPv4 RESV message is 48 bytes (72 bytes for IPv6) [20],[47]. The time it takes to transfer and process an ordinary RESV message between two Cisco 4700 routers is 3.07 ms [57]. The Path augmentation (Routine A) needs to record the routers (from the source to the destination) by using the “Record Route” option [47] in the PATH message. The PATH message would also need
to record the LSPs that need to be updates (LSP Id, starting point of update, ending point of update). The Path Augmentation (Routine B) needs to carry the recorded routers in the “Record Route” option [47] of the RESV message. Each IPv4 router recorded in the “Record route” option takes an additional 12 bytes (24 bytes for each IPv6 router) [47]. The IPv4 PATH TEAR message is 32 bytes (56 bytes for IPv6) [20] while the IPv4 RESV TEAR message is 40 bytes (64 bytes for IPv6).

To set up an explicit path for LSP3 and LSP4, a record of the routers (from the source to the destination) is carried in the “Explicit Path” option of the PATH message. Each IPv4 router in the “Explicit Path” option takes an additional 12 bytes (24 bytes for each IPv6 router) [47]. The following table summarizes the time required by the messages to accomplish the creation of LSP4 and the reroute of LSP 3.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message Description</th>
<th>Time (ms) for IPv4</th>
<th>Time (ms) for IPv6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path Augmentation (Routine A): “PATH” with “Record Route” option.</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path Augmentation (Routine B): “RESV” with “Record Route” option.</td>
<td>16.12</td>
<td>27.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 3 “PATH TEAR”</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 3 “RESV TEAR”</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 3 “PATH” with “Explicit Path” option.</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 3 “RESV”</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>9.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 4 “PATH” with “Explicit Path” option.</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP 4 “RESV”</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>9.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Time (ms)</td>
<td><strong>62.07</strong></td>
<td><strong>97.27</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Summary of time using M-EK-RSVP

The time required to create and update LSPs increases as the number of hops increases and number of LSPs to update increases. However, for each additional hop, the increase is not linear (since the message size increases significantly for every hop).

7.2.4 Time required by A-EK-RSVP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Description</th>
<th>Number of hops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAA</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBA₃</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBA₄</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of hops</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: Summary of hops traversed by agents using A-EK-RSVP
Since testing was done using simulations, estimates for the overheads for creation, serialization, transfer, and restarting of agent had to be taken from existing literature [58],[59]. The following table shows the total (two ways) response time and size of a Mobile Agents over Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [59]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of “Double Numbers” carried by Mobile Agent</th>
<th>Size of Mobile Agent (bytes)</th>
<th>Round trip time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>18.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1572</td>
<td>25.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>33.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2299</td>
<td>40.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14: Size and two way response time of agents

Taking the worst case, the one-way cost of serialization and the RMI between a pair of routers is assumed to be 20.25 ms. This assumption is also made by the authors in [58] where a mobile agent implementation using object serialization and Java RMI between two machines in an ATM network is assumed to be between 20 and 27 ms (measuring the round-trip time and dividing it by two). The total time required to select one server, duplicate the agent task for the server, initialize data, Java RMI, serialize agents, transfer it to the server is 29.89ms [59]. The RMI and object serialization dominates the cost [59]. The cost of agent duplication, data initialization is approximately 29.89ms – 20.25 ms, or approximately 9.64 ms.
Given that the Mobile Agent only needs to store a list of LSPs to update (rather than a record of each router hop), the size of data carried by the agent is much less than the size of the data carried by the message implementation (Section 7.1). Therefore an assumption is made that the transfer time between routers will be approximately the same along every hop agent (using the transfer time for the agent with the largest data size from Table 14).

The following table summarizes the time required by the mobile agents to accomplish the creation of LSP4 and the reroute of LSP 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Description</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAA</td>
<td>70.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBA₃</td>
<td>50.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBA₄</td>
<td>50.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Time (ms)</strong></td>
<td><strong>170.67</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 15: Summary of time using A-EK-RSVP*
7.2.5 M-EK-RSVP vs. A-EK-RSVP performance

7.2.5.1 Increasing number of hops

For the specific network and number of LSPs, the M-EK-RSVP completes creating LSP4 and updating LSP3 faster than the A-EK-RSVP algorithm. Figure 34 shows a similar network with a new node $i$ that is an additional ‘$h$’ hops away from node $t$. Increasing the number of hops between the source node $s$ and nodes $x$ and $y$ would only require RAA$_4$ and RBA$_4$ to take additional hops. Increasing the number of hops between destination node $t$ and nodes $x$ and $y$ would allow us to compare the M-EK-RSVP performance with the worst case A-EK-RSVP performance since RAA$_4$, RBA$_4$ and RBA$_3$ would need to travel further.

![Diagram of LSPs in a network](image)

Figure 34. LSPs in a network
Table 16 below shows the number of message hops, agent hops and the time taken to create LSP4 and update LSP3 for various values of ‘h’. From the values in the table we see that the A-EK-RSVP performs better than M-EK-RSVP when the number of additional hops in the network is greater than or equal to 22.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of additional hops ‘h’</th>
<th>Total M-EK-RSVP message hops</th>
<th>Total A-EK-RSVP agent hops</th>
<th>Total M-EK-RSVP time (ms)</th>
<th>Total A-EK-RSVP time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>62.08</td>
<td>161.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>92.82</td>
<td>221.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>126.90</td>
<td>282.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>249.14</td>
<td>464.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>519.58</td>
<td>768.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1310.58</td>
<td>1376.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1408.02</td>
<td>1436.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>22</strong></td>
<td><strong>196</strong></td>
<td><strong>73</strong></td>
<td><strong>1508.80</strong></td>
<td><strong>1497.53</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1831.14</td>
<td>1679.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>5684.58</td>
<td>3198.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>19644.58</td>
<td>6236.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16: Execution times for different number of hops

Figure 35 shows the graph for the results above.
As seen in Table 17, as ‘h’ increases, the total number of message hops increases linearly. However, as discussed in Section 7.2.3, as the ‘h’ increases, the number of entries in the ‘Record Route’ options of the PATH and RESV messages increases. As well, the number of entries in the ‘Explicit Path’ option of the PATH message increases. A single additional router entry causes the sum of the sizes of these specific message types to increase polynomially. Therefore, the increase in number of hops causes a polynomial increase in the total time required to transmit messages using the M-EK-RSVP based algorithm. The polynomial function determined by using Microsoft Excel and the data from Table 16 is:
\[ y = 6.67x^2 + 44.81x + 10.6 \]

where \( x = \left( \frac{h}{2} + 1 \right) \) and \( y \) is the time in milliseconds. The 'goodness of fit' (also known as the coefficient of correlation or \( R^2 \)) for this curve is 1. Figure 36 shows the 'goodness of fit' for the polynomial equation.

![Graph showing goodness of fit for the polynomial equation](image)

**Figure 36. Goodness of fit for the polynomial equation**

As discussed in Section 7.2.4, the RMI and object serialization dominates the overhead in the A-EK-RSVP based algorithm. When 'h' is small, this creates a significant overhead in the A-EK-RSVP based algorithm. As seen in Figure 35, as the 'h' increases, the A-EK-RSVP overhead increases linearly. At a certain point, the overhead required to
transmit the larger messages of the M-EK-RSVP based algorithm is greater than the total RMI and object serialization overhead in the A-EK-RSVP based algorithm.

### 7.2.5.2 Increasing number of LSPs to update

Using a value of ‘h’ equal to 20, Table 17 below shows the number of message hops, agent hops and the time taken to create LSP4 and update up to ‘n’ LSPs. For every LSP that needs to be updated, a new instance of RBA needs to be created. From the values in the table we see that the A-EK-RSVP performs better than M-EK-RSVP when the number of LSPs to be updated in the network is greater than or equal to 6 (when ‘h’ is equal to 20).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of LSPs to update ‘n’</th>
<th>Total M-EK-RSVP message hops</th>
<th>Total A-EK-RSVP agent hops</th>
<th>Total M-EK-RSVP time (ms)</th>
<th>Total A-EK-RSVP time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1310.58</td>
<td>1376.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1669.60</td>
<td>1790.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2028.62</td>
<td>2164.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>2387.64</td>
<td>2498.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>2746.66</td>
<td>2791.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
<td><strong>330</strong></td>
<td><strong>147</strong></td>
<td><strong>3105.68</strong></td>
<td><strong>3044.23</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>3464.70</td>
<td>3256.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>3823.72</td>
<td>3428.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17: Execution times for different number of LSPs to update

Figure 37 shows the graph for the results above.
Figure 37. M-EK-RSVP vs. A-EK-RSVP
8. COMPARING A-EK-RSVP AND RSVP

Using networks of different sizes (varying number of nodes and edges), the following simulations were done:

a) A-EK-RSVP based simulations

i) RAA selects the first available edge on the node.

ii) RAA selects the link with the least cost.

iii) RAA selects the link with the most available bandwidth

b) RSVP message based simulations

i) Node selects the link with least cost.

The sections summarize the simulation results for each network. The section shows how many LSPs were created by the A-EK-RSVP and RSVP algorithms. The total number of LSPs created and the time taken to create the LSPs are shown for the algorithms for the various networks. For the A-EK-RSVP algorithm, the number of agents created to search for a path, create and update LSPs and the total number of agent hops is shown. The subsections also show the paths taken by the agents (RAA and RBA agents). For the RSVP algorithm, the number of message hops is shown, and the paths taken by the PATH and RESV message is shown. Finally, a summary of all LSP paths created is shown. The paths are indicated by a list of node numbers.

The source code of the A-EK-RSVP simulation is provided in the APPENDIX.
8.1 Network 1

8.1.1 A-EK-RSVP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Link Selection Method</th>
<th>Number of LSPs created</th>
<th>Number of Agents Created</th>
<th>Number of Agent Hops</th>
<th>Total time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Available</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>3195.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least Cost</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2699.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Bandwidth</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>3367.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1.2 RSVP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RSVP Link Selection Method</th>
<th>Number of LSPs created</th>
<th>Number of Message Hops</th>
<th>Total time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Least Cost</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>262.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-EK-RSVP created 1 more LSP than RSVP (8.3% improvement).
Network 2

8.1.3 A-EK-RSVP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Link Selection Method</th>
<th>Number of LSPs created</th>
<th>Number of Agents Created</th>
<th>Number of Agent Hops</th>
<th>Total time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Available</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1792.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least Cost</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1792.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Bandwidth</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1519.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1.4 RSVP

| RSVP Link Selection Method | Number of LSPs created | Number of Message Hops | Total time (ms) |
|----------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|-----------------
| Least Cost                 | 6                      | 49                     | 123.68          |

A-EK-RSVP created 3 more LSP than RSVP (50% improvement).
8.2 Network 3

8.2.1 A-EK-RSVP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Link Selection Method</th>
<th>Number of LSPs created</th>
<th>Number of Agents Created</th>
<th>Number of Agent Hops</th>
<th>Total time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Available</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1980.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least Cost</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>2211.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Bandwidth</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>1726.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2.2 RSVP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RSVP Link Selection Method</th>
<th>Number of LSPs created</th>
<th>Number of Message Hops</th>
<th>Total time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Least Cost</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>79.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-EK-RSVP created 8 more LSPs than RSVP (133% improvement).
8.3 Network 4

8.3.1 A-EK-RSVP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Link Selection Method</th>
<th>Number of LSPs created</th>
<th>Number of Agents Created</th>
<th>Number of Agent Hops</th>
<th>Estimated total time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Available</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>2339.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least Cost</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1974.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Bandwidth</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1874.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3.2 RSVP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RSVP Link Selection Method</th>
<th>Number of LSPs created</th>
<th>Number of Message Hops</th>
<th>Estimated total time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Least Cost</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>80.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-EK-RSVP created 5 more LSPs than RSVP (166.67% improvement).
8.4 Network 5

8.4.1 A-EK-RSVP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Link Selection Method</th>
<th>Number of LSPs created</th>
<th>Number of Agents Created</th>
<th>Number of Agent Hops</th>
<th>Estimated total time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Available</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1926.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least Cost</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1926.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Bandwidth</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1502.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4.2 RSVP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RSVP Link Selection Method</th>
<th>Number of LSPs created</th>
<th>Number of Message Hops</th>
<th>Total time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Least Cost</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>78.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-EK-RSVP created 3 more LSPs than RSVP (100% improvement).
8.5 RSVP vs. A-EK-RSVP performance

From the simulation results above we see that the RSVP takes less time to create a single LSP than A-EK-RSVP. However, A-EK-RSVP was able to find more paths through the network than RSVP. As shown in the simulation results, the A-EK-RSVP algorithm improves network resource usage. As well, the simulations show that A-EK-RSVP can be used to find a path using different search criteria.
9. CONCLUSION

In this thesis, an agent (A-EK-RSVP) based approach is used to demonstrate how an augmenting path algorithm can be used to improve network resources. The proposed algorithm can be used by Service Providers to provision LSPs in MPLS networks. The results show that without the use of the proposed algorithm, the network bandwidth usage would be worse (Section 8). The A-EK-RSVP algorithm performs better than the message based algorithm (M-EK-RSVP) in larger networks and when larger number of LSPs need to be updated (Section 7).

Mobile Agents are well suited to implement the proposed algorithm. Intelligent mobile agents leave Path Database entries along the path between the source and destination nodes. Another set of mobile intelligent agents use the Path and Flow Database entries to travel back to the source node, updating the LSP Flow Databases to improve network capacity. Without intelligent mobile agents, static agents on the network nodes would require greater intelligence and multiple messages to coordinate optimization of network resources.

As well, a static agent would require every node to have highly complex and sophisticated software that would need to know how to use information such as user traffic requirements and the priority of the customer to provision LSPs on network links that have unique characteristics. The implementation of such a complicated static agent would still not take every link characteristic or traffic requirement into account. Updates to the static agent would require network devices to be taken temporarily offline.
Frequent revisions of the agent would lead to instability of the network elements and to
the network as a whole. Mobile agents allow service providers to introduce new versions
of the agent without affecting the network. This allows quicker and easier introduction of
new services when customers demand it.

Links in MPLS networks have a finite number of capacities. To simplify managing and
billing of network services, service providers sell and provision bandwidth in finite
quantities. Using the Hitchcock Transportation method (see Section 2.5.2) allows the
scaling of the algorithm that permits capacity optimization to be accomplished in
polynomial time [8]. With the gain in popularity of MPLS based VPN services such as
BGP MPLS VPNs and VPLS, the demand for network resources in MPLS backbones is
on the rise. As well, with the high cost of such networks, providers are searching for
ways to maximize return on investment by optimizing bandwidth usage in their networks.
The algorithm proposed in this thesis not only provides a means to achieving this goal but
also provides the added value of ensuring that higher paying customers are guaranteed a
higher level of service. The use of mobile agents provides flexible levels of service and
eases the management of such networks.
10. EVOLUTION

The method proposed in this thesis is generic and can be extended to other types of network protocols. Such networks use protocols like ATM, Frame Relay, TDM, SONET and others.

The method could also be extended to other problems that require improved usage of other resources. An example would be optimizing airline or train seat usage based on how much customers pay. The algorithm would favor higher paying customers by allowing them to reach their final destination via the shortest distance and the least number of stopovers. On the other hand, lower paying customers would travel longer distances and make more stopovers in order to reach their final destinations.

The algorithm proposed in the thesis uses the Edmonds Karp Algorithm. Newer Generalized Maximum Flow Algorithms could also be used in the future. As well, further studies need to be conducted to see if Stigmergy and 'pheromone' tables can be applied and used to improve the proposed algorithm.
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APPENDIX A: SOURCE CODE DESCRIPTION

This section gives a brief description of the files, classes, attributes and methods used in the A-EK-RSVP simulation. I'd like to thank Dr. Weiss of Carleton University for sending me links to existing ant-based simulation examples. As well, I'd like to give credit to Dr. K. Ikeda of University of Tokushima. I used his MaxFlow algorithm as a starting point for the A-EK-RSVP simulation algorithm.

1) Ant.java: Contains the agent simulation for RAA and RBA. The RAA is created at the start of each LSP path search. Each LSP to be updated may require one or multiple LSP segments to be updated. Since the RBA is created for every LSP that needs to be updated, it is responsible for updating one or more LSP segments for the same LSP.

   a) UpdateLspSegment class: represents an LSP segment that needs to be updated.

      The RAA instantiates an object for every LSP segment that will need to be updated by the RBA.

   i) Attributes:

      (1) number - Stores the LSP number for the LSP segment to be updated.

      (2) supNode – Stores the “start update point” (SUP) of the LSP segment to be updated.

      (3) eupNode – Stores the “end update point” (EUP) of the LSP segment to be updated.
ii) Methods:

(1) UpdateLspSegment – class constructor. Requires the LSP number and
the “start update point” node number.

b) Ant class: Used to simulate RAA and RBA.

i) Attributes:

(1) node – Stores the current node number on which the agent resides.

(2) edge – Stores the incoming edge number the agent used to get to this
node.

(3) tour – Vector that stores the edges over which the agent has traveled (for
debugging purposes).

(4) visited – Vector that stores the nodes the agent has visited (for
debugging purposes).

(5) len – Number of hops the agent has traveled.

(6) lsp – Stores the LSP number for which the agent is responsible for.

(7) action – Used by RBA to determine the specific action that needs to be
carried out for the LSP segment on a specific network edge.

(8) totalTime – Used to store the total (simulation) time the agent has been
executing.

(9) lspSegmentsToUpdate – Stack that stores all the LSP segments to be
updated.
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ii) Methods:

(1) Ant – class constructor. Requires the node number for which the agent is being created on as well as the LSP number for the LSP the agent is responsible for.

(2) getTotalTime – returns the total (simulated) execution time.

(3) addEdge – used to add an edge to the agent tour (for debugging purposes), and increment the number of hops the agent has travelled.

(4) setCurrentNode – used to set the node the agent will be visiting, add the node to the Vector of nodes visited (for debugging purposes), and update the total (simulated) execution time.

(5) getTourLength – returns the number of hops the agent has traveled.

(6) getCurrentNodeNum – returns the current node the agent is on.

(7) getLspNum – returns the LSP number the agent is working on.

(8) addSUP – used by RAA to record the “start update point” (SUP) for an LSP segment. This creates and inserts a new LSP segment on the lspSegmentsToUpdate stack.

(9) addEUP - used by RAA to record the “end update point” (EUP) for an LSP segment. This updates the eupNode for LSP segment at the top of the lspSegmentsToUpdate stack.
(10) delEUP - Used by RAA to delete the last EUP. When RAA cannot find a forward or reverse edge towards the destination, it travels back to the previous node to search for other edges. RAA needs to remove the last EUP if it is no longer valid.

(11) delSUP - Used by RAA to delete the SUP. When RAA cannot find a forward or reverse edge towards the destination, it travels back to the previous node to search for other edges. RAA needs to remove the last SUP if it is no longer valid. When the SUP is removed, the top LSP segment in the lspSegmentsToUpdate is popped.

(12) numLspToUpdate – returns the number of LSP segments to be updated.

(13) currentLspToUpdate – returns the current LSP number for the LSP segment to be updated. This happens to be the top LSP segment in the lspSegmentsToUpdate.

(14) lastSUP – returns the SUP for the LSP segment at the top of the lspSegmentsToUpdate.

(15) lastEUP – returns the EUP for the LSP segment at the top of the lspSegmentsToUpdate.

(16) getSUP – requires an ‘index’ to be passed in. Returns the SUP for the LSP segment at the ‘index’ position within the lspSegmentsToUpdate stack.
(17) getSUP – requires an ‘index’ to be passed in. Returns the EUP for the LSP segment at the ‘index’ position within the lspSegmentsToUpdate stack.

(18) getLspSegmentToUpdate - requires an ‘index’ to be passed in. Returns the LSP number for the LSP segment as the ‘index’ position within the lspSegmentsToUpdate stack.

(19) copyLspSegmentToUpdate – requires an ‘index’ and the agent to copy the LSP segment to be passed in. This is used by the RAA to copy an LSP segment to the RBA.

(20) setAction – sets the agent action (for RBA). The action is one of the following: 0 (do nothing), 1 (create a new LSP segment on the edge), 2 (clear an old LSP segment on the link), and 3 (replace the old LSP segment on the link with a new one).

2) InfoPanel.java: Used to display the output for the simulation.

   a) InfoPanel class:

      i) Attributes:

         (1) ta – The text area of the information panel applet.

      ii) Methods:

         (1) init – used to initialize the information panel applet.

         (2) updatePanel – used to display results for the simulation.
3) Maxflow.java: Used to display the network. It contains the network nodes and edges. As well, it contains the simulation for Routine A and Routine B for RAA and RBA respectively.

a) Lsp class: Used to store an LSP instance in the node LSP database.

   i) Attributes:

   (1) inEdge – stores the incoming edge of the LSP. Invalid if the value is -1.

   (2) outEdge – stores the outgoing edge of the LSP. Invalid if the value is -1.

   (3) number – stores the LSP number for the LSP. Invalid if the value is -1. This is used to determine whether an LSP with this LSP number exists in the node database.

b) Node class: Represents a network node.

   i) Attributes

   (1) x – x coordinate of node on network map.

   (2) y – y coordinate of node on network map.

   (3) delta_plus – Vector of all edges that start at this node.

   (4) delta_minus – Vector of all edges that terminate on this node.

   (5) dist – If the RAA has not visited this node then dist is -1, otherwise it is the distance from the source node. This is also used be RAA to determine whether it has visited this specific node.

   (6) prev – previous node on the path.
(7) p_edge – previous edge on the path.

(8) l – the flow-width or previous edge on the path.

(9) w – node drawing width.

(10) h – node drawing height.

(11) number – node number (unique for the specific network).

(12) name – node name.

(13) lspDatabase – Array used to store the LSPs created on the node. The lspDatabase is indexed by LSP number.

ii) Methods:

(1) visited – returns true if the agent has visited the node.

(2) getMaxLsp – returns the maximum number of LSPs that can be created in the node's LSP database.

(3) getLspInEdge – requires an LSP number to be passed in. Returns the incoming edge for the specified LSP.

(4) getLspOutEdge – requires an LSP number to be passed in. Returns the outgoing edge for the specified LSP.

(5) clearLsp – requires an LSP number to be passed in. Deletes the specified LSP from the node’s LSP database.

(6) addLsp - requires an LSP number, incoming edge and outgoing edge to be passed in. Creates the specified LSP in the node’s LSP database.
(7) updateLsp - requires an LSP number, incoming edge and outgoing edge to be passed in. Updates the incoming and/or outgoing edges of the specified LSP in the node’s LSP database.

(8) hasLsp - requires an LSP number to be passed in. Return true if the specified LSP exists in the node’s LSP database.

(9) hasLspOnInEdge - requires an LSP number and incoming edge to be passed in. Returns true if the specified LSP exists on the specified incoming edge in the node’s LSP database.

(10) hasLspOnOnEdges - requires an LSP number, incoming edge and outgoing edge to be passed in. Returns true if the specified LSP exists on the specified incoming and outgoing edges in the node’s LSP database.

(11) getLspOnInEdge - requires incoming edge to be passed in. Returns the LSP number of the first LSP found that matches this incoming edge in the node’s LSP database.

c) Edge class: Represents a network edge.

i) Attributes:

(1) rndd_plus - initial vertex (node) of this edge.

(2) rndd_minus - terminal vertex (node) of this edge.

(3) capacity - edge capacity.
(4) flow - existing edge flow-width.

(5) cost - edge cost.

(6) st - used to color the s-t path.

(7) number - edge number (unique for the specific network).

(8) name – edge name.

d) Maxflow class:

i) Attributes:

(1) numNodes – number of nodes in the network.

(2) numEdges – number of edges in the network.

(3) snode – the source node.

(4) tnode – the destination node.

(5) step – stores the current stage of the algorithm.

(6) edgeSelection type – the current criteria used to select an edge on the node.

(7) v – array of nodes in the network.

(8) e – array of edges in the network.

(9) totalNumberOfFlows – total number of LSPs created in the network.

(10) totalAntHops – total number of agent hops.

(11) totalAntsCreated – total number of ants created.
(12) totalTime – total (simulation) time.

(13) lastAntA – the last instance of RAA created.

ii) Methods:

(1) getCurrentLspNum – get the current LSP number for the LSP being created.

(2) findNode – find node with using the specified node name.

(3) dumpNode – used to display a specific node (for debugging and printing final results).

(4) dumpLspss – used to display all LSPs (and their paths) in the network (for debugging and printing final results).

(5) input_graph – used to setup the network. Reads a file that contains information on all network nodes and edges, and the edge selection criteria to be used. Creates an empty LSP database for every node in the network.

(6) rdb – used to setup the network. Adds forward and reverse edges on every node in the network.

(7) SelectForwardEdge – used by RAA to select a forward edge. This is based on a specific selection criterion. If the RAA has visited the node at the far end of an edge, the edge is not considered.
(8) SelectReverseEdge – used by RAA to select a reverse edge. If the RAA is in the process of searching for a EUP, the LSP number in passed into this method. This allows the RAA to select reverse edges that have this LSP number. If the RAA has visited the node at the far end of an edge, the edge is not considered.

(9) Routine_A – simulates the Routine A of RAA. This replaces the PATH message of the RSVP protocol. When RAA reaches the destination node, this portion of the RAA algorithm ends. The RAA first looks for a forward edge. If one is found it adds travels over the edge to the node at the far end. If RAA is in the process of looking for a EUP, and the node contains the LSP segment to be updated, RAA updates the EUP of the LSP segment. If a forward edge is not found then RAA looks for a reverse edge. If a reverse edge is found and RAA is not in the process of looking for a EUP, it adds a new ‘LSP segment to update’ (specifying the LSP number and SUP) and moves to the node at the far end of the edge. If the RAA is looking for a EUP and a reverse edge is found with the specified LSP, and moves to the node at the far end of the edge. If the RAA was unable to find a forward or reverse edge, it moves to the previous node. In this case any EUPs or SUPs that are no longer valid must be removed.

(10) step_0 – used to initialize the simulation.
(11) Routine_B – simulates Routine B of RBA. This replaces RESV of the RSVP protocol. The RBA is used to create and or update existing LSPs. The simplest case is when RAA did not find any LSPs to update. In this case a single RBA is used to create the LSP (using the information placed at the nodes by RAA). If there is at least one LSP that needs to be updated, multiple RBAs need to be created. The first RBA created is used to augment the new LSP by using the LSP segments stored in RAA, and the information stored at the nodes by RAA. The rest of the RBAs are used to update existing LSPs. For every LSP that needs to be updated a single RBA is created (even if the LSP has multiple segments to update).

(12) init – used to initialize the applet.

(13) mousePressed – used to move to the next stage of the algorithm.

(14) paintNode, xy, drawArrow, paintEdge, paint, update – used to draw the network.

4) Residue.java: Used to display the auxiliary graph. This part has been unmodified from the original source code.
APPENDIX B: SOURCE CODE

```java
import java.util.*;

class UpdateLspSegment {
    // LSPs are updated on segments. Ant needs to keep track of the
    // LSP number to be updated, the start (SUP node) and end (EUP node)
    // points of the LSP segment that needs to be updated.
    // For ant_a, LSP segments belong to different LSPs that need to be
    // updated.
    // For ant_b that is used to
    // 1) create a new LSP, there will be no LSP segments
    // 2) augment a new LSP, LSP segments belong to different LSPs that need to
    // be updated.
    // 3) update an old LSP, LSP segments belong to the same LSP that needs to
    // be updated.

    int number = -1; // LSP Number
    int supNode = -1; // SUP
    int eupNode = -1; // EUP

    public UpdateLspSegment(int l, int n) {
        // Creation of the LSP segment requires the LSP number and the
        // SUP node. So what about the EUP node?
        // ant_a adds the EUP node when it finds it along its tour.
        // and_b copies the EUP node from ant_a.
        // it over from another .
        number = l; // Set the LSP number.
        supNode = n; // Set the SUP
    }
}

public class Ant {
    private Node node = null; // Current node of ant
    private Edge edge = null; // Last edge travelled by ant
    private Vector tour = new Vector(0,1); // Just for debugging purposes
    private Vector visited = new Vector(0,1); // Just for debugging purposes
    private int len = 0;
    private int lsp = -1; // The ant uses this value to
    // store the LSP number
    // 1) path search (ant_a)
    // 2) create, (ant_b)
    // 3) augment, (ant_b)
    // 4) update. (ant_b)

    private int action = 0; // action only used by ant_b
    // 0 = do nothing on link,
    // 1 = create new Lsp on link,
    // 2 = clear old Lsp on link,
    // 3 = replace Lsp on link

    private double totalTIme = 0.0;
}
```
57  Stack lspSegmentsToUpdate = new Stack();
58
59  public Ant(Node n, int l)
60  {
61      node = n;
62      lsp = l;
63      visited.addElement(n);
64      totalTime = 9.64;
65  }
66
67  public double getTotalTime()
68  {
69      return totalTime;
70  }
71
72  public void addEdge(Edge e, int l)
73  {
74      edge = e;
75      tour.addElement(e);
76      len += l;
77  }
78
79  public void setCurrentNode(Node n)
80  {
81      node = n;
82      visited.addElement(n);
83      totalTime += 20.25;
84  }
85
86  public int getTourLength()
87  {
88      return (len);
89  }
90
91  public int getCurrentNodeNum()
92  {
93      return node.number;
94  }
95
96  public int getLspNum()
97  {
98      return lsp;
99  }
100
101  public void addSUP(int l, int n)
102  {
103      UpdateLspSegment ul = new UpdateLspSegment(l,n);
104      lspSegmentsToUpdate.push(ul);
105  }
106
107  public void addEUP(int n)
108  {
109      UpdateLspSegment ul = (UpdateLspSegment) lspSegmentsToUpdate.peak();
110      if (ul != null)
111          ul.updNode = n;
112  }
113
114  public void delEUP()
115  {
UpdateLspSegment ul = (UpdateLspSegment) lpSegmentsToUpdate.peek();

if (ul != null)
    ul.eupNode = -1;
public void delLSP()
{
    lpSegmentsToUpdate.pop();
}

public int numLspSToUpdate()
{
    return (lpSegmentsToUpdate.size());
}

public int currentLspSToUpdate()
{
    UpdateLspSegment ul;
    if (numLspSToUpdate() > 0)
    {
        ul = (UpdateLspSegment) lpSegmentsToUpdate.peek();
        if (ul.eupNode < 0)
            return ul.number;
    }
    return -1;
}

public int lastSUP()
{
    UpdateLspSegment ul;
    if (numLspSToUpdate() > 0)
    {
        ul = (UpdateLspSegment) lpSegmentsToUpdate.peek();
        return (ul.supNode);
    }
    return -1;
}

public int lastEUP()
{
    UpdateLspSegment ul;
    if (numLspSToUpdate() > 0)
    {
        ul = (UpdateLspSegment) lpSegmentsToUpdate.peek();
        if (ul.eupNode >= 0)
            return ul.eupNode;
    }
    return -1;
}

public int getSUP(int index)
{
    UpdateLspSegment ul = (UpdateLspSegment)
        lpSegmentsToUpdate.elementAt(index);
    return ul.supNode;
}

public int getEUP(int index)
{  
  UpdateLspSegment ul = (UpdateLspSegment) 
  lspSegmentsToUpdate.elementAt(index);  
  return ul.eupNode;  
}

public int getLspSegmentToUpdate(int index)  
{  
  UpdateLspSegment ul = (UpdateLspSegment) 
  lspSegmentsToUpdate.elementAt(index);  
  return ul.number;  
}

public void copyLspSegmentToUpdate(Ant ant, int lspIdx)  
{  
  addSUP(ant.getLspSegmentToUpdate(lspIdx), ant.getSUP(lspIdx));  
  addEUP(ant.getEUP(lspIdx));  
}

public void setAction(int a)  
{  
  action = a;  
}

public int getAction()  
{  
  return action;  
}
public class InfoPanel extends Applet {
    TextArea ta = new TextArea();
    public void init() {
        setLayout(new BorderLayout());
        add(BorderLayout.CENTER, ta);
    }
    public void updatePanel(int f, int h, int n, double t, boolean done, Ant a) {
        ta.setText("*");
        ta.append("totalFlowsCreated = " + f + "\n");
        ta.append("totalAntHops = " + h + "\n");
        ta.append("totalAntsCreated = " + n + "\n");
        ta.append("totalTime = " + t + "\n");
        if (!done && a != null) {
            if (a.getNumLspstoUpdate() > 0)
                ta.append("List of LSPs to update ...
");
            for (int lspIdx = 0; lspIdx < a.getNumLspstoUpdate(); lspIdx++)
                ta.append((lspIdx + 1) + ". LspNum = " + a.getLspSegmentToUpdate(lspIdx) + "\n");
            ta.append((lspIdx + 1) + ". End = " + a.getEUP(lspIdx) + "\n");
            ta.append((lspIdx + 1) + ". Start = " + a.getSUP(lspIdx) + "\n");
        } else if (done) {
            ta.append("\nDone.\n");
        }
    }
}
// File: Maxflow.java
/*
* Ant based max flow simulation
*/
/* Copyright (C) 1997, 1998 K. Ikeda - Original Maxflow portion */
/* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 S. Pirbhai - Maxflow re-written to suite an */
/* agent based simulation that can */
/* be used to maximize LSPs in a */
/* MPLS network */

import java.applet.*;
import java.awt.*;
import java.awt.event.*;
import java.util.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.net.URL;

class Lsp
{
    int inEdge = -1; /* Incoming Edge */
    int outEdge = -1; /* Outgoing Edge */
    int number = -1;
}

class Node
{
    final int MAX_LSPS_PER_NODE = 100;
    int x;
    int y;
    Vector delta_plus = new Vector(0,1); /* edge starts from this node */
    Vector delta_minus = new Vector(0,1); /* edge terminates at this node */
    int dist; /* distance from the start node */
    /* Also used to determine whether node was visited */
    int prev; /* previous node on path */
    int p_edge; /* previous edge on path */
    int l;
    int w;
    int h;
    int number; /* Node number */
    String name;
    Lsp lspDatabase[] = new Lsp[MAX_LSPS_PER_NODE];

    // Used to determine if ant_a has visited this node
    boolean visited()
    {
        return (dist>=0);
    }

    int getMaxLsp()
    {
        return MAX_LSPS_PER_NODE;
    }
    // Used to get the incoming edge of a given lsp
    int getLspInEdge(int lspNum)
    {
        return (lspDatabase[lspNum].inEdge);
    }

    // Used to get the outgoing edge of a given lsp
}
int getLspOutEdge(int lspNum)
{
    return lspDatabase[lspNum].outEdge;
}

// Used to clear a given lsp entry
void clearLsp(int lspNum)
{
    if (lspDatabase[lspNum].number == -1)
    {
        System.out.println("\nLSP " + lspNum + " does not exist on node " +
number + "\n");
    }
    lspDatabase[lspNum].number = -1;
    lspDatabase[lspNum].inEdge = -1;
    lspDatabase[lspNum].outEdge = -1;
}

// Used to add a new lsp entry
void addLsp(int lspNum, int inEdge, int outEdge)
{
    if (lspDatabase[lspNum].number != -1)
    {
        System.out.println("\nLSP " + lspNum + " already exists on node " +
number + "\n");
        return;
    }
    lspDatabase[lspNum].number = lspNum;
    lspDatabase[lspNum].inEdge = inEdge;
    lspDatabase[lspNum].outEdge = outEdge;
}

// Used to update an existing lsp entry
void updateLsp(int lspNum, int inEdge, int outEdge)
{
    if (lspDatabase[lspNum].number == -1)
    {
        System.out.println("\nLSP " + lspNum + " does not exist on node " +
number + "\n");
        return;
    }
    lspDatabase[lspNum].number = lspNum;
    lspDatabase[lspNum].inEdge = inEdge;
    lspDatabase[lspNum].outEdge = outEdge;
}

// Used to determine whether a given lsp exists on the node.
boolean hasLsp(int lspNum)
{
    if (lspNum > 100) return false;
    return (lspDatabase[lspNum].number >= 0);
}

boolean hasLspOnInEdge(int lspNum, int inEdge)
{
    if ((hasLsp(lspNum)) &&
    (lspDatabase[lspNum].inEdge == inEdge))
    {
        return true;
    }
return false;
}

// Used to determine whether a given lsp exists on specific edges of the node
boolean hasLspOnEdges(int lspNum, int inEdge, int outEdge)
{
    if ((hasLsp(lspNum)) &&
        (lspDatabase[lspNum].inEdge == inEdge) &&
        (lspDatabase[lspNum].outEdge == outEdge))
    {
        return true;
    }
    return false;
}

// Used to get the first lsp on the given incoming edge
int getLspOnInEdge(int inEdge)
{
    for (int lspNum = 0; lspNum < 100; lspNum++)
    {
        if ((lspDatabase[lspNum].inEdge == inEdge) &&
            (lspDatabase[lspNum].number >= 0))
        {
            return lspNum;
        }
    }
    return -1;
}

class Edge
{
    int rnode_plus; /* initial vertex of this edge */
    int rnode_minus; /* terminal vertex of this edge */
    int capacity; /* edge capacity */
    int flow; /* edge flow */
    int cost; /* edge cost */
    int st; /* Used to color the st path */
    int number; /* Edge number */
    String name;
}

public class Maxflow extends Applet implements MouseListener
{
    final int INITIALIZE = 0; // Initialize
    final int FIND_PATH = 1; // Routine A
    final int AUGMENT_FLOW = 2; // Routine B
    final int FIRST_EDGE = 0; // Choose first edge found
    final int MIN_COST = 1; // Choose min cost edge
    final int MAX_CAPACITY = 2; // Choose max capacity edge

    int numNodes,numEdges;
    int snode,tnode; /* start node, terminate node */
    int step;
    int edgeSelectionType = FIRST_EDGE;
    Node v[] = new Node[100];
    Edge e[] = new Edge[200];
int totalNumberOfFlows;
int totalAntHops;
int totalAntsCreated;
double totalTime;
Ant lastAntA;

int getCurrentLspNum()
{
    return (totalNumberOfFlows + 1);
}

int findNode(String name)
{
    for (int i=0; i<numNodes; i++)
        if (v[i].name.equals(name))
            return i;
    return -1;
}

void dumpNode(int node, int lastNode)
{
    System.out.print(" "+ node);
    if (node != lastNode)
        System.out.print(",");
}

void dumpLspss()
{
    System.out.print("\nPath of all LSPs in the network:");
    for (int lspNum = 0; lspNum < v[sn node].getMaxLsp(); lspNum++)
    {
        int newNode = sn node;
        int outEdge;
        if (v[sn node].hasLsp(lspNum))
        {
            System.out.print("\nLSP "+ lspNum + ": ");
            while (true)
            {
                outEdge = v[newNode].getLspOutEdge(lspNum);
                dumpNode(nextNode, tnode);
                if (nextNode == tnode)
                    break;
                nextNode = e[outEdge].rordd minus;
            }
            System.out.print("\n");
        }
    }
}

void input_graph(InputStream is) throws IOException
{
    int x,y,l;
    String s;
    Reader r = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is));
    StreamTokenizer st = new StreamTokenizer(r);
    st.ordinaryChar("#");
    st.nextToken(); numNodes = (int)st.nval;
    st.nextToken(); numEdges = (int)st.nval;
    st.nextToken(); s = st.nval;
    st.nextToken(); edgeSelectionType = (int)st.nval;
    for (int i = 0; i<numNodes; i++)
    {
        Node node = new Node();
        st.nextToken(); node.name = st.sval;
        st.nextToken(); node.x = (int)st.nval;
        st.nextToken(); node.y = (int)st.nval;
        node.number = i;
        v[i] = node;
        for (int j = 0; j<100; j++)
        {
            Lsp lsp = new Lsp();
            v[i].lspDatabase[j] = lsp;
        }
    }
    for (int i = 0; i<numEdges; i++)
    {
        Edge edge = new Edge();
        st.nextToken(); edge.name = st.sval;
        switch (st.nextToken())
        {
            case StreamTokenizer.TT_NUMBER:
                edge.rndd_plus = (int)st.nval;
                break;
            case StreamTokenizer.TT_WORD:
                edge.rndd_plus = findNode(st.sval);
                break;
            default:
                break;
        }
        switch (st.nextToken())
        {
            case StreamTokenizer.TT_NUMBER:
                edge.rndd_minus = (int)st.nval;
                break;
            case StreamTokenizer.TT_WORD:
                edge.rndd_minus = findNode(st.sval);
                break;
            default:
                break;
        }
        // Edge Capacity
        st.nextToken();
        edge.capacity = (int)st.nval;
        st.nextToken();
        // Edge Cost
        edge.cost = (int)st.nval;
        edge.flow = 0;
        edge.number = i;
        e[i] = edge;
    }
    step = FIND_PATH;
    }
    void rdb()
    {

```java
int i, k, linkNum = 0;

for (i = 0; i < numEdges; i++)
  {
    k = e[i].rddd_plus;
    v[k].delta_plus.addElement(e[i]); // Add forward edge
    k = e[i].rddd_minus;
    v[k].delta_minus.addElement(e[i]); // Add reverse edge
  }

int SelectForwardEdge(int nodeNum)
{
  int nextNodeNum;
  int edgeNum, nextEdgeNum = -1;
  int edgeIdx, edgesOnNode;
  Edge edge;
  int minCost = Integer.MAX_VALUE;
  int bandwidth, maxBandwidth = 0;

  edgesOnNode = v[nodeNum].delta_plus.size();

  for (edgeIdx = 0; edgeIdx < edgesOnNode; edgeIdx++)
  {
    edge = (Edge) v[nodeNum].delta_plus.elementAt(edgeIdx);
    edgeNum = edge.number;
    if ((bandwidth = edge.capacity - edge.flow) == 0)
      continue;
    nextNodeNum = edge.rddd_minus;
    if (!v[nextNodeNum].visited())
      {
        // Select edge based on search criteria (first, min-cost,
        // or max available bandwidth).
        switch (edgeSelectionType)
        {
        case FIRST_EDGE:
          return edgeNum; //return first edge found
        case MIN_COST:
          if (edge.cost < minCost)
            {
              minCost = edge.cost;
              nextEdgeNum = edgeNum;
            }
          break;
        case MAX_CAPACITY:
          if (bandwidth > maxBandwidth)
            {
              maxBandwidth = bandwidth;
              nextEdgeNum = edgeNum;
            }
          break;
        }
      }
  }
  return nextEdgeNum;
}

int SelectReverseEdge(int nodeNum, int lspNum)
{
  int nextNodeNum;
```
int edgeNum, nextEdgeNum = -1;
int edgeIdx, edgesOnNode;
Edge edge;
int minCost = Integer.MAX_VALUE;
int bandwidth, maxBandwidth = 0;

edgesOnNode = v[nodeNum].delta_minus.size();
for (edgeIdx = 0; edgeIdx < edgesOnNode; edgeIdx++)
{
    edge = (Edge) v[nodeNum].delta_minus.elementAt(edgeIdx);
    edgeNum = edge.number;
    if ((bandwidth = e[edgeNum].flow) == 0)
        continue;
    nextNodeNum = e[edgeNum].rnda_plus;
    if (!v[nextNodeNum].visited())
    {
        if (lspNum != -1)
        {
            // This is the case where ant already crossed a reverse
            // and has a Lsp Segment and SUP node in it's memory. In
            // this case ant can select another reverse edge with the
            // same Lsp.
            if (v[nodeNum].hasLspInEdge(lspNum, edgeNum))
                nextEdgeNum = edgeNum;
        }
        else
        {
            // This is the case where ant has not crossed any reverse
            // edge, or has crossed one or more reverse edges but has
            // already found the EUP for the Lsp segments. Therefore
            // select any reverse link that satisfies the search
            // criteria (first, min cost, or max capacity edge).
            switch (edgeSelectionType)
            {
            case FIRST_EDGE:
                return edgeNum;
            case MIN_COST:
                if (edge.cost < minCost)
                {
                    minCost = edge.cost;
                    nextEdgeNum = edgeNum;
                }
                break;
            case MAX_CAPACITY:
                if (bandwidth > maxBandwidth)
                {
                    maxBandwidth = bandwidth;
                    nextEdgeNum = edgeNum;
                }
                break;
            }
        }
    }
    return nextEdgeNum;
}

void Routine_A() /* find an s-t path */

{
    int i, j, d, edgesOnNode, edgeIdx, currentNode;
    Edge edge;
    Ant ant_a = new Ant(v[snode], getCurrentLspNum());
    int lspToUpdate = -1;

    totalAntsCreated++;

    for (i=0; i<numNodes; i++)
    {
        v[i].p_edge = -1;
        v[i].prev = v[i].dist = -1;
        v[i].l = 0;
    }

    for (i=0; i<numEdges; i++)
    {
        e[i].st = -1;
    }

    d = 0;

    v[snode].dist = 0;

    i = 0;
    edgesOnNode = v[snode].delta_plus.size();
    for (edgeIdx = 0; edgeIdx < edgesOnNode; edgeIdx++)
    {
        edge = (Edge) v[snode].delta_plus.elementAt(edgeIdx);
        if (i < e[edge.number].capacity)
        {
            i = e[edge.number].capacity;
        }
    }

    v[snode].l = i;
    System.out.print("\nRAA: Search path LSP " + ant_a.getLspNum() + " ");
    while (true)
    {
        // Ant starts processing on "currentNode"
        currentNode = ant_a.getCurrentNodeNum();
        dumpNode(currentNode, tnode);

        if (currentNode == tnode)
        {
            // We're at the destination node
            // Color the s-t path
            for (i = tnode; (j=v[i].prev) >= 0; i = j)
            {
                e[v[i].p_edge].st++; // color the edges red
            }

            // ant is done
            break;
        }

        d = v[currentNode].dist;

        // Ant looks for an available forward edge
        j = SelectForwardEdge(currentNode);
        if (j == 0)
        {
            // Found forward edge
            // Ant updates tables on this node
            i = e[j].rndd_minus;
            v[i].dist = d+1;
            v[i].prev = currentNode;
        }
    }
}
v[i].p_edge = j;
v[i].l = Math.min(1, e[j].capacity-e[j].flow);
e[j].st++;

if ((lspToUpdate = ant_a.currentLspToUpdate()) >= 0)
    if (v[i].hasLsp(lspToUpdate))
        ant_a.addEUP(i); // Remember the EUP node

    // Ant moves over forward edge to next node
    ant_a.addEdge(e[j], 1);
    ant_asetCurrentNode(v[i]);
}

else

    // No forward edge found on this node.
    // Look for reverse edge on the node.
    j = SelectReverseEdge(currentNode, ant_a.currentLspToUpdate());
    if (((j >= 0) &&
        (ant_a.currentLspToUpdate() < 0) &&
        (currentNode != ant_a.lastEUP()))
    {
        // Found reverse edge
        // Ant updates tables on this node
        lspToUpdate = v[currentNode].getLspOnInEdge(j);

        i = e[j].rndd_plus;
        v[i].dist = d+1;
        v[i].prev = currentNode;
        v[i].p_edge = j;
        v[i].l = Math.min(1,e[j].flow);
        e[j].st++;

        ant_a.addSUP(lspToUpdate, currentNode); // Remember SUP node

        // Ant moves over reverse edge to next node
        ant_a.addEdge(e[j], 1);
        ant_a.setCurrentNode(v[i]);
    }

    else if (((j >= 0) &&
        ((lspToUpdate = ant_a.currentLspToUpdate()) >= 0) &&
        v[currentNode].hasLspOnEdges(lspToUpdate, j,
        v[currentNode].p_edge))
    {
        // Found reverse edge with the same LSP we're updating
        // Ant updates tables (no need to add an SUP node because
        // it
        // is the same LSP
        i = e[j].rndd_plus;
        v[i].dist = d+1;
        v[i].prev = currentNode;
        v[i].p_edge = j;
        v[i].l = Math.min(1,e[j].flow);
        e[j].st++;

        // Ant moves over reverse edge to next node
        ant_a.addEdge(e[j], 1);
        ant_a.setCurrentNode(v[i]);
    }

else
    
    // No more edges available on this node
    if (currentNode == snode)
    {
        // We're at the start node, we're done.
        break;
    }
    else
    {
        Node prevNode = v[currentNode].prev;
        // Ant moves to previous node.
        ant_a.addEdge(e[v[currentNode].p_edge], 1);
        ant_a.setCurrentNode(prevNode);
        
        if (currentNode == ant_a.lastSUP())
        {
            ant_a.delSUP();
        }
        else if (currentNode == ant_a.lastEUP())
        {
            ant_a.delEUP();
        }
    }
}

} // while true
// Get total number of ant hops
totalAntHops += ant_a.getTourLength();
totalTime += ant_a.getTotalTime();
lastAntA = ant_a;
return;

}

void step0() /* initialize */
{
    for (int i=0; i<numEdges; i++)
    {
        e[i].flow = 0;
        // For (int j = 0; j < 100; j++)
        // e[i].lsp[j] = -1;
    }

    for (int i=0; i<numNodes; i++)
    {
        v[i].prev = v[i].dist = -1;
        v[i].l = 0;
        for (int j=0; j < 100; j++)
        {
            if (v[i].hasLsp(j))
            v[i].clearLsp(j);
        }
    }

    totalNumberOfFlows = 0;
    totalAntHops = 0;
    totalAntsCreated = 0;
    totalTime = 0;
    System.out.println("\nPath of all agents (Search path, Create, Augment and Update LSPs):");
}
void Routine_B() /* augment the flow */
{
    int i,j,f;
    int prevEdge = -1;
    int nextEdge = -1;
    int prevNode = -1;
    int currentNode = tnode;
    Ant ant_b;
    Vector bAnts = new Vector(0,1);
    int numLspstoUpdate, lspIdx, lspNum;
    int numBAnts, bAntIdx;
    if (v[tnode].dist<0)
        return;
    ant_b = new Ant(v[tnode], getCurrentLspNum());
    totalAntsCreated++;
    f = v[tnode].l;
    if ((numLspstoUpdate = lastAntA.numLspstoUpdate()) == 0)
        System.out.print("\n RBA: Create LSP *+ ant_b.getLspNum() * + ");
    // Simplest case: This ant_b just needs to create the new LSP
    nextEdge = -1;
    while (true)
    {
        currentNode = ant_b.getCurrentNodeNum();
        dumpNode(currentNode, snode);
        // Get previous edge
        prevNode = v[currentNode].prev;
        prevEdge = v[currentNode].p_edge;
        v[currentNode].addLsp(ant_b.getLspNum(), prevEdge, nextEdge);
        if (prevEdge < 0)
        {
            // We're done
            break;
        }
        // Update the edge flow bandwidth
        e[prevEdge].flow += f;
        if (e[prevEdge].flow > e[prevEdge].capacity)
        {
            // Should never happen
            System.out.println("Flow greater than capacity while
creating LSP * + ant_b.getLspNum() * + node " + currentNode);
        }
        // Update ant tour ...
        ant_b.addEdge(e[prevEdge], 1);
        // ant moved to previous node
        ant_b.setCurrentNode(v[prevNode]);
        nextEdge = prevEdge;
totalAntHops += ant_b.getTourLength();
    totalTime += ant_b.getTotalTime();
  }
  else
  {
    System.out.print("\n RBA: Augment LSP " + ant_b.getLspNum() + ":
    ");
    // This ant_b needs to augment the new LSP, and replacing some
    // other LSPs segments along the way
    for (lspIdx = 0; lspIdx < numLspTo_Update; lspIdx++)
    {
      ant_b.copyLspSegmentTo_Update(lastAntA, lspIdx);
    }
    nextEdge = -1;
  }
  while (true)
  {
    currentNode = ant_b.getCurrentNodeNum();
    dumpNode(currentNode, snode);
    // Get previous edge
    if (ant_b.lastEUP() == currentNode)
    {
      ant_b.delEUP();
      prevEdge =
      v[currentNode].getLspIn Edge(ant_b.currentLspTo_Update());
      prevNode = e[prevEdge].rnode_plus; // Initial vertex of
      edge
      ant_b.setAction(3); // change to replace mode
    } else if ((ant_b.lastEUP() < 0) && (ant_b.lastSUP() >= 0))
    {
      if (ant_b.lastSUP() == currentNode)
      {
        v[currentNode].clearLsp(ant_b.currentLspTo_Update());
        ant_b.delSUP();
        prevNode = v[currentNode].prev;
        prevEdge = v[currentNode].p_edge;
        ant_b.setAction(1); // change to create mode
      } else
      {
        prevEdge =
        v[currentNode].getLspIn Edge(ant_b.currentLspTo_Update());
        prevNode = e[prevEdge].rnode_plus; // Initial vertex of
        edge
        v[currentNode].clearLsp(ant_b.currentLspTo_Update());
        // still in replace mode - no need to set it again
      }
    } else
    {
      prevNode = v[currentNode].prev;
      prevEdge = v[currentNode].p_edge;
      ant_b.setAction(1); // change to create mode
    }
    v[currentNode].addLsp(ant_b.getLspNum(), prevEdge, nextEdge);
    if (prevNode < 0)
{  // We're done
  break;
}

// Update the edge flow bandwidth
if (ant_b.getAction() != 3)
{
  if (e[prevEdge].rndd_minus==currentNode)
  {
    e[prevEdge].flow += f;
    if (e[prevEdge].flow > e[prevEdge].capacity)
      {
        // Should never happen
        System.out.println("\nFlow greater than capacity while augmenting LSP " + ant_b.getLspNum() + " on node " + currentNode);
      }
  }
  else if (e[prevEdge].rndd_plus==currentNode)
  {
    // Should never happen
    System.out.println("\nError while augmenting LSP " + ant_b.getLspNum() + " on node " + currentNode);
    //e[prevEdge].flow -= f;
  }
}

// Update ant tour ...
ant_b.addEdge(e[prevEdge], 1);
// Ant moves to previous node
ant_b.setCurrentNode(v[prevNode]);

nextEdge = prevEdge;

// Create all other ant_b's that are needed to update LSP segments for (lspIdx = 0; lspIdx < numLspToUpdate; lspIdx++)
{
  // For every LSP that needs to be updated we create a new ant
  boolean matchFound = false;

  // Get the LspNum for the Lsp segment to update
  lspNum = lastAntA.getLspSegmentToUpdate(lspIdx);

  // Get number of ant_b's already created.
  numBAnts = bAnts.size();
  for (bAntIdx = 0; bAntIdx < numBAnts; bAntIdx++)
  {
    ant_b = (Ant) bAnts.elementAt(bAntIdx);
    // For each LSP that needs to be updated. Use one ant.
    // This means that the same ant is used to update
    // multiple LSP segments of the same LSP.
    if (ant_b.getLspNum() == lspNum)
      {
        // We already have a ant_b responsible for updating
        // one or more Lsp segments for this Lsp
        matchFound = true;
        ant_b.copyLspSegmentToUpdate(lastAntA, lspIdx);
      }
  }

781 
782 
783 } 
784 
785 if (!matchFound) 
786 
787 // No ant_b currently exists to update this LSP so 
788 // create a new one 
789 ant_b = new Ant(v[tnode], lspNum); 
790 totalAntsCreated++; 
791 ant_b.copyLspSegmentToUpdate(lastAntA, lspIdx); 
792 bAnts.addElement(ant_b); 
793 
794 numBAnts = bAnts.size(); 
795 
796 for (bAntIdx = 0; bAntIdx < numBAnts; bAntIdx++) 
797 
798 // Send the ants marching 
799 System.out.println("\n RBA: Update LSP "+ 
800 ant_b.getLspNum() + ": "); 
801 ant_b = (Ant) bAnts.elementAt(bAntIdx); 
802 nextEdge = -1; 
803 while ((currentNode = ant_b.getCurrentNodeNum()) != 
804 ant_b.lastEUP()) 
805 
806 dumpNode(currentNode, snode); 
807 // Need to get to the first node to update 
808 prevEdge = v[currentNode].getLspInEdge(ant_b.getLspNum()); 
809 prevNode = e[prevEdge].rnode_plus; // Initial Vertex of e 
810 // Update ant tour ... 
811 ant_b.addEdge(e[prevEdge], 1); 
812 ant_b.setCurrentNode(v[prevNode]); 
813 nextEdge = prevEdge; 
814 
815 while (true) 
816 
817 currentNode = ant_b.getCurrentNodeNum(); 
818 dumpNode(currentNode, snode); 
819 
820 prevNode = v[currentNode].prev; 
821 prevEdge = v[currentNode].p_edge; 
822 // Get previous edge 
823 if (ant_b.lastEUP() == currentNode) 
824 
825 int outEdge = 
826 v[currentNode].getLspOutEdge(ant_b.getLspNum()); 
827 ant_b.delEUP(); 
828 v[currentNode].updateLsp(ant_b.getLspNum(), prevEdge, 
829 outEdge); 
830 ant_b.setAction(1); // Change to create mode 
831 } 
832 else if ((ant_b.lastEUP() < 0) && (ant_b.lastSUP() >= 0)) 
833 
834 if (ant_b.getAction() == 1) 
835 
836 // Currently in "create mode". 
837 int inEdge = 
838 v[currentNode].getLspInEdge(ant_b.getLspNum()); 
839 if (inEdge != -1) 
840 
841}
// Update LSP
v[currentNode].updateLsp(ant_b.getLspNum(),
    ant_b.setAction(2); // Change to "clear mode"
}

else
{
    // Add LSP
    v[currentNode].addLsp(ant_b.getLspNum(),
    prevEdge, nextEdge);
}

else if (ant_b.getAction() == 2)
{
    if (ant_b.lastSUP() == currentNode)
    {
        ant_b.delSUP();
        ant_b.setAction(0); // Change to no-op mode
    }
    else
    {
        // Clear LSP
        v[currentNode].clearLsp(ant_b.getLspNum());
    }
}

else
{
    if (ant_b.getAction() != 0)
    {
        // Should never happen - Putting this just in case
        System.out.println("Ant at node " + currentNode + " in bad state: " + ant_b.getAction());
    }
}

if ((prevNode < 0) || (ant_b.numLspstoUpdate() == 0))
{
    // We're done
    break;
}

// Update the the edge flow bandwidth
if (ant_b.getAction() != 0)
{
    if (e[prevEdge].rndd_minus==currentNode)
    {
        e[prevEdge].flow += f;
        if (e[prevEdge].flow > e[prevEdge].capacity)
        {
            // Should never happen
            System.out.println("\nFlow greater than capacity while updating LSP " + ant_b.getLspNum() + "on node " + currentNode);
        }
    }
    else if (e[prevEdge].rndd_plus==currentNode)
    {
        e[prevEdge].flow -= f;
        if (e[prevEdge].flow < 0)
        {
            // Should never happen
        }
    }
}
System.out.println("nFlow less than 0 while updating LSP " + ant_b.getLspNum() + " on node " + currentNode);
}

// Update ant tour ...
ant_b.addEdge(e[prevEdge], 1);
// Ant moves to previous node
ant_b.setCurrentNode(v[prevNode]);

nextEdge = prevEdge;
}
totalAntHops += ant_b.getTourLength();
totalTime += ant_b.getTotalTime();
}

public void init()
{
    String mdname = getParameter("inputfile");
    // String mdname = "d2.obj";
    try
    {
        InputStream is;
        is = new URL(getDocumentBase(), mdname).openStream();
        // is = new URL(mdname).openStream();
        input_graph(is);
        try
        {
            if (is != null)
                is.close();
            } catch (Exception e)
            {
            }
        } catch (FileNotFoundException e)
        {
            System.err.println("File not found.");
        } catch (IOException e)
        {
            System.err.println("Cannot access file.");
        }

        String s = getParameter("s");
        if (s != null)
            snode = Integer.parseInt(s);
        else
            snode = 0;

        s = getParameter("t");
        if (s != null)
            tnode = Integer.parseInt(s);
        else
            tnode = numNodes-1;

        setBackground(Color.white);
        rdb();
addMouseListener(this);
step0();

public void paintNode(Graphics g, Node n, FontMetrics fm)
{
    String s;
    int x = n.x;
    int y = n.y;
    int w = fm.stringWidth(n.name) + 10;
    int h = fm.getHeight() + 4;
    n.w = w;
    n.h = h;
    Color c;

    if (n.dist<0)
        c = Color.gray;
    else
        c = Color.blue;
    g.setColor(c);
    g.drawRect(x-w/2, y-h/2, w, h);
    g.setColor(getBackground());
    g.fillRect(x-w/2+1, y-h/2+1, w-1, h-1);
    g.setColor(c);
    g.drawString(n.name, x-(w-10)/2, y-(h-4)/2+fm.getAscent());
}

int [] xy(int a, int b, int w, int h)
{
    int x[] = new int[2];
    if (Math.abs(w*b)>=Math.abs(h*a))
    {
        x[0] = ((b>=0)?1:-1)*a*h/b/2;
        x[1] = ((b>=0)?1:-1)*h/2;
    }
    else
    {
        x[0] = ((a>=0)?1:-1)*w/2;
        x[1] = ((a>=0)?1:-1)*b*w/a/2;
    }
    return x;
}

void drawArrow(Graphics g, int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2)
{
    int a = x1-x2;
    int b = y1-y2;
    double aa = Math.sqrt(a*a+b*b)/16.0;
    double bb = b/aa;
    aa = a/aa;
    g.drawLine(x2, y2, x2+(int)((aa*12+bb*5)/13),
                y2+(int)((-aa*5+bb*12)/13));
    g.drawLine(x2, y2, x2+(int)((aa*12-12*5)/13),
                y2+(int)((aa*5+bb*12)/13));
    g.drawLine(x1, y1, x2, y2);
}
public void paintEdge(Graphics g, Edge e, FontMetrics fm)
{
    Node v1 = v[e.rndd_plus];
    Node v2 = v[e.rndd_minus];
    Color c;
    int a = v1.x-v2.x;
    int b = v1.y-v2.y;
    int x1[] = xy(-a,-b,v1.w,v1.h);
    int x2[] = xy(a,b,v2.w,v2.h);
    if (e.st>0)
    {
        c = Color.red;
    }
    else if ((v1.dist>=0)&&(v2.dist>=0)&&(v[tnode].dist<0))
    {
        c = Color.blue;
    }
    else
    {
        c = Color.gray;
    }
    g.setColor(c);
    drawArrow(g,v1.x+x1[0],v1.y+x1[1],v2.x+x2[0],v2.y+x2[1]);
    int w = fm.stringWidth("+e.flow+"+e.capacity+"+e.cost);
    int h = fm.getHeight();
    g.setColor(getBackground());
    g.fillRect((v1.x+v2.x-w)/2,(v1.y+v2.y-h)/2,w,h);
    g.setColor(Color.black);
    //g.drawString("+e.flow+"+e.capacity+"+e.cost,
    //     (v1.x+v2.x-w)/2,(v1.y+v2.y-h)/2+fm.getAscent());
    g.drawString("+e.flow+"+e.capacity+"+e.number,
    (v1.x+v2.x-w)/2,(v1.y+v2.y-h)/2+fm.getAscent());
}

public void paint(Graphics g)
{
    FontMetrics fm = g.getFontMetrics();
    for (int i=0; i<numNodes; i++)
        paintNode(g,v[i],fm);
    for (int i=0; i<numEdges; i++)
        paintEdge(g,e[i],fm);
    Residue res = (Residue)getAppletContext().getApplet("Residue");
    if (res != null)
        res.set(1,numNodes,numEdges,snode,tnode,v,e);
    InfoPanel inf = (InfoPanel)getAppletContext().getApplet("InfoPanel");
    if (inf != null)
        inf.updatePanel(totalNumberOfFlows,
    totalAntHops,
    totalAntsCreated,
    totalTime,
    (!v[tnode].visited()) && (v[snode].visited()),
    lastAntA);
public void update(Graphics g)
{
    paint(g);
}

public void mousePressed(MouseEvent ev)
{
    if (step==AUGMENT_FLOW)
    {
        Routine_B();
        if (v[tnode].dist>0)
        {
            dumpLsps();
            step = INITIALIZE;
        }
    }
    else
    {
        totalNumberOfFlows++;
        step = FIND_PATH;
    }
}

else if (step==FIND_PATH)
{
    Routine_A();
    step = AUGMENT_FLOW;
}

else
{
    step0();
    step = FIND_PATH;
}
    repaint();
}

public void mouseClicked(MouseEvent event) {}
public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent event) {}
public void mouseEntered(MouseEvent event) {}
public void mouseExited(MouseEvent event) { }
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```java
/* File: Residue.java */
/***************************************************************************/
import java.applet.*;
import java.awt.*;

public class Residue extends Applet implements Runnable {
    Thread th;
    int n=0,m=0;
    int snode=0,tnode=0;    /* start node, terminate node */
    int flag = -1;
    Node v[];
    Edge e[];

    public void set(int flag, int n, int m,
                    int snode, int tnode, Node v[], Edge e[]) {
        this.flag = flag;
        this.n = n;
        this.m = m;
        this.snode = snode;
        this.tnode = tnode;
        this.v = v;
        this.e = e;
        setBackground(Color.white);
    }

    public void paint(Graphics g, Node n, FontMetrics fm) {
        String s;
        int x = n.x;
        int y = n.y;
        int w = fm.stringWidth(n.name) + 10;
        int h = fm.getHeight() + 4;
        n.w = w;
        n.h = h;
        Color c;

        if (n.dist<0)
            c = Color.gray;
        else
            c = Color.blue;
        g.setColor(c);
        g.drawRect(x-w/2,y-h/2,w,h);
        g.setColor(getBackground());
        g.fillRect(x-w/2+1,y-h/2+1,w-1,h-1);
        g.setColor(c);
        g.drawString(n.name,x-(w-10)/2,(y-(h-4)/2)+fm.getAscent());
    }

    int[] xy(int a, int b, int w, int h, int dx, int dy) {
        int x[] = new int[2];
        w = ((a>=0)?2:-2)*dx-3;
        h = ((b>=0)?2:-2)*dy-2;
        if (Math.abs(w*b)>=Math.abs(h*a)) {
            x[0] = ((b>=0)?1:-1)*a*h/b/2;
            x[1] = ((b>=0)?1:-1)*h/2;
        } else {
            x[0] = ((b>=0)?1:-1)*w/a/2;
            x[1] = ((b>=0)?1:-1)*a/2;
        }
    }
```
x[0] = ((a>=0)?1:-1)*w/2;
   x[1] = ((a>=0)?1:-1)*b*w/a/2;

   }

   x[0] += dx;
   x[1] += dy;
   return x;

   }

   void drawArrow(Graphics g, int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2) {
      int a = x1-x2;
      int b = y1-y2;

      double aa = Math.sqrt(a*a+b*b)/16.0;
      double bb = b/aa;
      aa = a/aa;
      g.drawLine(x2,y2,x2+(int)((aa*12+bb*5)/13),
            y2+(int)((aa*5+bb*12)/13));
      g.drawLine(x1,y1,x2,y2);
   }

   void drawEdge(Graphics g, FontMetrics fm,
                  int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2, int c) {
      int a = x1-x2;
      int b = y1-y2;

      drawArrow(g,x1,y1,x2,y2);

      int w = fm.stringWidth(" " + c);
      int h = fm.getHeight();

      int x = (x1+x2)/2;
      int y = (y1+y2)/2;
      if (a<0) x += fm.stringWidth(" ");
      if (a>0) y += 1;
      g.setColor(getBackground());
      g.fillRect(x,y,w,h);
      if (c!=0) {
         g.setColor(Color.black);
         g.drawString(" " + c,x,y+fm.getAscent());
      }
   }

   }

   public void paintEdge(Graphics g, Edge e, FontMetrics fm) {
      Node v1 = v[e.rd1d_plus];
      Node v2 = v[e.rd1d_minus];
      Color c;

      if ((e.st>0)&&(v1.dist<v2.dist))
         c = Color.red;
      else if ((e.st==0)&&(v1.dist<v2.dist))
         c = Color.blue;
      else
         c = Color.gray;

      int a = v1.x-v2.x;
      int b = v1.y-v2.y;
   }
double aa = Math.sqrt(a*a+b*b)/2.0;
double bb = -b/aa;
    aa = a/aa;

int x1[] = xy(-a,-b,v1.w,v1.h,(int)bb,(int)aa);
int x2[] = xy(a,b,v2.w,v2.h,(int)bb,(int)aa);
if (e.capacity-e.flow==0)
    g.setColor(getBackground());
else
    g.setColor(c);
drawEdge(g,fm,v1.x+x1[0],v1.y+x1[1],v2.x+x2[0],v2.y+x2[1],
          e.capacity-e.flow);

if ((e.st>0)&&(v1.dist>v2.dist))
    c = Color.red;
else if ((e.st==0)&&(v1.dist>v2.dist))
    c = Color.blue;
else
    c = Color.gray;
x1 = xy(a,b,v2.w,v2.h,-(int)bb,-(int)aa);
x2 = xy(-a,-b,v1.w,v1.h,-(int)bb,-(int)aa);
if (e.flow==0)
    g.setColor(getBackground());
else
    g.setColor(c);
drawEdge(g,fm,v2.x+x1[0],v2.y+x1[1],v1.x+x2[0],v1.y+x2[1],
          e.flow);
}

public void paint(Graphics g) {
    FontMetrics fm = g.getFontMetrics();
    for (int i=0; i<n; i++)
        paintNode(g,v[i],fm);
    for (int i=0; i<m; i++)
        paintEdge(g,e[i],fm);
}

public void update(Graphics g) {
    paint(g);
}

public void start() {
    if (th==null) {
        th = new Thread(this);
        th.start();
    }
}

public void run() {
    while (true) {
        try {
            th.sleep(100);
        } catch (InterruptedException e) {}
        if (flag-- > 0)
            repaint();
    }
}